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Abstract 

This thesis explores the advances to mandatory corporate disclosures and reporting systems since 1996, 

including the growing prevalence of optional reporting in Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and 

Technology and Innovation (T&I), specifically by the gold sub-industry which has increased year-over-

year. Many multinational mining corporation executive officers preach that this optional reporting 

generates greater value for shareholders and is critical to corporate success. This research explores 

whether this claim is supported by market data on regulated trading platforms. 

 

While the social benefits of a strong company-community relationship are immeasurable, the value can be 

contextualized through econometric techniques which quantify market reactions to various types of 

corporate disclosures. A custom event study model was built and tested on a case study of a major 

multinational gold producer. This case study quantified the economic value of mandatory corporate 

disclosures and evaluated them relative to optional reports. The methodology used benchmarks the 

company’s equity price to a reconstructed variant of the "NYSE Arca Gold BUGS" (HUI) Index and 

calculates the abnormal returns for all corporate disclosures. Each abnormal return is then categorized 

into a performance indicator category (production, financial, corporate, technical), and a T&I or CSR 

category. Finally, statistical analysis and sentiment analysis determine any economic impacts and trends. 

 

Disclosure system shortcomings are discussed along with recommendations provided on improving 

electronic disclosure systems, from both a policy and practical perspective. Potential further applications 

of this custom model include stock price prediction given corporate disclosures as an input, anomalous 

trading behaviour identification for regulatory tools, and communicating social value on equity valuation 

to corporate board executives. 
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Introduction 

 Research Rationale 

The genesis of this research derives from an anecdotal remark of the apparent increase in optional 

reporting trends of Technology and Innovation (T&I) and Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) 

and their associated media coverage for several companies in the mining industry. This anecdotal 

remark was explored through a comprehensive media analysis using Dow Jones’ Factiva, which 

confirmed empirically a dramatic increase of the usage of various terms associated with both the 

CSR and T&I categories in reports starting in 2013, as shown in Figure 1.5  

 

Figure 1. Instances of T&I and CSR reporting for gold companies (SIC 1041)  

This dramatic increase raised the question whether these specific types of reports are significantly 

impacting the valuation of publicly traded mining equities; for not only are these unregulated 

reports becoming more common, but the content and exposure of these unregulated reports is 

increasing due to the reach of social media. In 2017 the Canadian Securities Administrators 

 

5 This media analysis included +33,000 sources over the period of interest on a subset of the mining industry. 
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(CSA) determined 72 % of securities issuers used social media, of whom 30 % were actioned 

with compliance outcomes [1]. A popular media example was in August 2018, where the SEC 

filed charges over a tweet by Tesla’s Chairman. This leads to the question of if these non-

regulated disclosures are causing significant financial impacts, and if so, do investors look 

favourably upon CSR compared to buzzwordy T&I optional reports.  

To quantify these financial impacts an event study technique will be employed. Event studies are 

an accepted methodology which have been used in more than 500 published finance studies since 

the year 2000 [2]. These event studies have explored effects from mergers, acquisitions, earnings 

announcements, new debt issuances, dividends, and more [3], and have mostly observed: trading 

volumes, returns, and idiosyncratic volatilities responses to disclosures [4]; but rarely on mining 

companies. Considering the mining industry has historically been one of the leaders in optional 

disclosures of social and environmental information, it seemed a logical place to start [5]. This 

logic is compounded with interest by professional organizations, as the CSA, TMX Group, and 

Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada have all published guidance on CSR reporting 

requirements existing under securities legislation [6] [7]. However, none of these organizations 

have attempted to quantify the impact of the reports considering them immaterial. 

 Problem Definition, Scope, and Research Objectives 

While the social benefits of CSR and increased communication are not in question, this paper 

explores the quantifiable economic impact of optional reporting; to answer the question of what 

the benefit is to superfluous reporting from an economic perspective by publicly traded 

companies. This answer will be contextualized by drawing comparisons of the economic impact 

of optional reports to mandatory corporate disclosures for the Canadian mining industry; 

specifically, for an extra-provincially incorporated Ontario company listed on both the Toronto 

Stock Exchange (TSX) and New York Stock Exchange (NYSE). The company name is not 
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included as it is not relevant to the objectives. The Canadian mining industry was selected as it: 

(1) has historically been one of the leaders in disclosing this type of information [5], (2) is one of 

the leading mining countries [8], and (3) has severe ramifications for poor community relations 

due to the social pressures of the social license to operate [9]. 

To quantify the economic impact, recognized econometric techniques – specifically a custom-

built return-based event study model, will be used to measure the abnormal equity returns 

associated with the selected mining company over an event window. To obtain specific and 

accurate results, the scope and market portfolio for quantifying the abnormal returns is limited to 

major multinational gold producers. These results will provide a case study for discussion on the 

following research objectives (RO): 

▪ RO1: Does the employed event study methodology appear to accurately encapsulate the 

market behaviours for the company under analysis?  

▪ RO2: Are the event categorizations appropriate for analyzing the effects of disclosures? 

After analyzing these categories did market behaviours demonstrate an equal playing 

field for investors? 

▪ RO3: Relative to other mandatory disclosures, econometrically do financial shareholders 

ascribe a value to ongoing disclosures relating to CSR and/or T&I? If so, what is the 

general expected return for an investor when these disclosures are made? 

▪ RO4: Based on the econometric financial impacts of these optional reports on a time-

series, what are the implications in terms of corporate strategy? 

▪ RO5: Social researchers advocate for the long-term benefits of CSR: based on the case 

study what are the econometric implications for CSR events? 
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▪ RO6: Certain industry executives advocate for the long-term value of T&I: based on the 

case study what are the econometric implications for T&I events? Contrast the reactions 

from CSR events to T&I events. 

▪ RO7: From the corporate strategy and short-term market performance findings, what are 

pragmatic steps towards improving communication between the various stakeholders 

within the mining industry? 

▪ RO8: How do sentiment scores impact events within the study? Do they appear to be a 

part of the aforementioned corporate strategy and short-term market performance 

findings? 

▪ RO9: Based on the econometric analysis, do mandatory disclosures result in intuitive 

equity behaviour? Is the investor afforded sufficient protections (e.g. insider trading, 

premature information disclosure)? What are pragmatic solutions for the securities 

commissions? 

▪ RO10: Based on the econometric analysis, do optional disclosures correspond with 

intuitive equity behaviour? Is the investor afforded sufficient protections (e.g. insider 

trading, premature information disclosure)? What are pragmatic solutions for the 

securities commissions? 

▪ RO11: Are the guiding documents in place sufficient in the context of guidance, roles, 

responsibilities, legibility, and comprehension by the average qualified person both for 

the investor and company? 

 Thesis Overview 

The thesis opens by providing a historical look at how corporate disclosures and the related 

systems have evolved since the mid 1990s, including the framework currently regulating 
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Canadian corporate disclosures. Also discussed is the evolution of event study mathematics with 

the required technologies for performing these types of analyses, along with the associated 

underlying assumptions for this model.  

The methodology introduces a unique method of classifying required disclosures through their 

governing rules and optional disclosures through content analysis. Whereas the required 

disclosures serve two functions: (1) as a reference to the impact of the optional disclosures; and 

(2) to identify multi-event trading dates. In total over 2,000 disclosures are examined by a 

custom-built event study model which also uses logic operators to allow trading volume to 

influence the event window length. Finally, a sentiment analysis is performed on the optional 

disclosures for additional insights.  

These results are discussed in terms of market behaviour and CSR/T&I implications. Specifically: 

how these results can guide future similar event studies, implications for corporate strategy, and 

the effectiveness of regulatory systems including encountered limitations and the current 

available technologies. With an established methodology, subsequent additional cases are 

recommended to obtain and/or validate industry-wide empirical results. One tangential research 

outcome derived from building the market portfolio for the analysis, which resulted in validating 

the NYSE Gold Basket of Unhedged Gold Stocks (HUI) Index. Lastly, potential future 

applications are briefly discussed including: integration with automatic trading systems to inform 

profitable trading strategies, integration with regulatory systems to flag abnormal trading 

behaviours for review, and as a company strategy tool for providing feedback on corporate 

strategies. 
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Background and Literature Review 

There are four main components to this literature review. Firstly, information on corporate 

disclosures will be discussed including the regulatory system and the sources required for a 

comprehensive repository of events. Secondly, event studies will be discussed including market 

reaction to events and calculating the resulting equity impact. Lastly, natural language processing 

techniques will be discussed – specifically sentiment analysis, to yield more insights on 

disclosures. 

 Corporate Disclosures 

There are four concepts related to corporate disclosures in the context of event studies which are 

important to introduce and will be discussed in this literature review: (1) selective disclosure, 

referring to the effectiveness of information dissemination, (2) Canadian-American 

Multijurisdictional Disclosure System (MJDS), (3) insider trading, referring to the time prior to 

disclosure, and (4) materiality, which is the filter for deciding what an issuer must report in its 

mandatory filings [7]. 

2.1.1 Governance 

The CSA is an umbrella organization comprised of the ten provincial and three territorial security 

commissions. Each security commission derives authority from their respective Securities Acts 

and is responsible for their own enforcement and administration [10].6 That said, the CSA largely 

harmonized rules between the commissions with the Policy Reformulation Project starting in 

March 1995,7 resulting in the National Instruments (NI) system – as shown in Table B.1. National 

 

6 Since the 1930’s a federal securities regulator has been ruled unconstitutional. However, in 2004 all the 

commissions (except Ontario) have operated on a mutual reliance system for decisions (see MI 11-102). 
7 It re-structured the statements into rules, policies, or notices and classified each with their subject matter. 
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Instrument Numbering System, which governs Canadian securities behaviours [11, 12]. 8 This 

standardized system is a form of delegated legislation – specifically statutory instruments, where 

the instruments outline the rules, and then policies/notices provide context on the rules which 

further inform market participants on how to orient themselves within the capital markets system 

[13] [14]. One or more of these instruments also outline each of the disclosures or filings 

companies are subject to. While the governing documents and systems readily change depending 

on jurisdiction, market activities, and corporate structure; most of these rules relevant to this 

analysis are shown in Table 1.9  

Table 1. Governing rules for an Ontario mining company with disclosure requirements 

Documents References Type 

Consolidated Federal Legislation [15] 1 Act(s), 1 Regulation(s) 

Consolidated Provincial Legislation [16, 10, 17] 3 Act(s), 20 Regulation(s) 

Consolidated National Rules [18] 46 Instrument(s), 109 Form(s), 37 Policy(s) 

Consolidated Multilateral Rules [19] 5 Instrument(s), 3 Form(s), 3 Policy(s) 

Consolidated Ontario Rules [19]10 1 Instrument(s), 213 Notice(s), 17 Policy(s) 

 

The rules include procedural items related to the company’s responsibilities for many subjects 

[20], such as: prospectuses (e.g. NI 41-101), take-over bids (e.g. NI 62-104), and more. These 

rules ensure investors can manage their risk exposure and instills market confidence. Absence of 

appropriate rules can leave a reputation tarnished [21] [22]; for an example see the 1998 Bre-X 

scandal and the advent of NI 43-101 [23]. Beyond these minimum requirements, certain trading 

platforms enact additional rules as part of their listing criteria (beside equity performance criteria) 

requiring additional disclosures. Generally, these additional rules are designed to attract specific 

 

8 As of 2019 there remain remnant rules from the old National Policy Statement (NPS) system. 
9 Multilateral Instruments (MI) and Provincial Instruments (ON) only apply in select jurisdictions. 
10 Non-Ontario legislation is excluded for this analysis, as the OSC is the principal regulator of the company. 
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investors, for an example see the Over-The-Counter (OTC) versus the TMX Group requirements 

[24].  

This analysis uses United States equity data but Canadian rules. United States equity data was 

used as it was more widely available (see Section 2.1.2 and 2.2.2) and Canadian rules are used as 

the country is generally regarded as the hub for mining [25]. The TMX Group trading platforms 

alone list 50 % of the world’s publicly traded mining companies (+1,200) and are responsible for 

raising the most mining equity capital [8]. Within Canada: Toronto and Vancouver are the two 

principal mining headquarter locations [25], due to the Toronto Stock Exchange for majors and 

Vancouver Stock Exchange for juniors (now the TSX-V). Therefore, Ontario legislation is what 

these companies are for the most part subject to. Nevertheless, the rules within the Canadian 

systems are closely intertwined with American systems through the Multijurisdictional Disclosure 

System (MJDS) [26] after several years of large companies having multiple listings (especially 

mining companies dual listing on the TSX and NYSE). This intertwined marketplace results in a 

low chance of selective disclosure between Canadian and American investors [27]. Other 

mitigating factors include regulatory agencies, penalties, large audiences, and identical trading 

hours. 

2.1.2 Sources 

According to the CSA: “Disclosure is the cornerstone of securities regulation. Free and ready 

access to publicly available information regarding reporting issuers remains fundamental to the 

efficient operation of capital markets” [28]. Generally, there are two primary sources of 

disclosures: regulatory services associated with governing bodies (e.g. SEDAR, SEDI, CTO, TSX 

SecureFile, MLAS, etc.), and commercial services (e.g. media). These services are paramount in 

efficient market systems to achieve equal and simultaneous access to material information to 

investors [29]. Companies desire to disclose information which influences their equity price for 

both regulatory and growth reasons. Obtaining the first release date of disclosures is imperative 
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such that the impacts can be properly measured. To accomplish this the following sources will be 

used; provided below is a brief overview of each source. 

1. System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR)11: is the primary 

Canadian mandatory electronic document filing and retrieval system, it consolidates 

company mandatory disclosures (such as those outlined in NI 13-101 [30]) into a 

browser-based repository [31], mitigating selective disclosure and allowing incorporation 

by reference. Up until December 2013 it was operated by the Canadian Depository for 

Securities (CDS)12.  

2. System for Electronic Disclosure by Insiders (SEDI): is Canadian mandatory insider 

electronic transaction filing and retrieval system, it consolidates information such as 

issuer event reports13 and insider reports [32]. The browser-based system requires the 

public disclosure of trades by certain market participants, mitigating insider trading or 

fraud [33]. 

3. Cease Trade Order (CTO) Database: is a public database containing all CTOs issued by 

CSA members [34]. These are typically issued by the company’s principal regulator, and 

are used to identify Problematic Trading Dates as shown in Appendix A. 

4. TSX SecureFile: is an example of a secondary mandatory electronic filing system, in this 

case specifically for stocks listed on the TSX. This information is private information, 

except when disclosed on SEDAR [35]. These secondary systems are largely covered by 

Part 11 of NI 51-102 stating a reporting issuer must file a copy of any disclosure material 

sent to securityholders [36]. This includes companies subject to other jurisdictions with 

 

11 SEDAR is similar to the United States variant called EDGAR, see NI 71-102. 
12 CDS is a TMX Group subsidiary, interestingly as a public company TMX Group is listed on the TSX. 
13 Issuer events include a range of corporate actions such as stock dividends, stock splits, mergers, etc. 
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other reporting requirements. The most notable example includes Annual Reports which 

are not mandatory under the National Instrument System [37]. 

5. Mining Lands Administration System (MLAS) [16]: is a secondary mandatory disclosure 

system which is assumed to not materially affect equity prices in this analysis. This 

assumption is considered valid due to the higher materiality thresholds with larger 

companies. Note, while materiality is dynamic and complex, it is further assumed 

equities are influenced mostly by documents and filings prescribed by the Ontario 

Securities Act under the logic that the company would otherwise issue a disclosure. Other 

examples include but are not limited to certain forms of incorporation services [38].14 

6. Media: includes information sources which are used to “push information out into the 

marketplace” to avoid selective disclosure [39]. While mandatory disclosure systems do 

identify material events, there are three shortcomings: (1) certain event dates can be 

initiated by news sources (e.g. community relation events, environmental issues, etc.), (2) 

guidelines surrounding information dissemination has changed over the period of analysis 

(e.g. disclosure methods),15 and (3) ensuring accurate historical information or context. 

Factiva and ProQuest are used to mitigate these shortcomings, where these two sources 

consolidate information from over +33,000 sources including: multimedia, publications, 

web news, websites, conference calls, newspapers, magazines, newswires, TV, Radio, 

and more [40]. A wide range of media is used in order to go above and beyond the 

purposefully vague “Generally Disclosed” disclosure standard outlined in NP 51-201.  

A detailed set of disclosure sources is important, for both ascertaining historical accuracy and 

such that there are no other likely influences. Especially as the analysis assumes anomalous 

 

14 Bank Act filings, Bulk Sales Act filings, articles of incorporation, and other manual document filings. 
15 This includes technological capacities changing over the period of analysis as discussed later. 
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equity behaviours outside the comprehensive analysis – including those directly preceding events, 

are instances of selective disclosure. Selective disclosure is a persistent problem which has 

manifested in various forms over history (see the 1837 semaphore stock market scam [41]). It is 

problematic since when individuals find ways to obtain unfair advantages, investors’ confidence 

in the marketplace as a level playing field is undermined, and when confidence erodes, 

participants leave [39]. Strong policies supplemented with enforcement and enhanced by 

technologies are mitigating techniques to foster competitive business climates. The policies are 

discussed below, while the technologies are discussed later with historical context in Section 2.2. 

Minimum disclosure standards are outlined in NP 51-201, this includes selective disclosure 

avoidance guidelines. The guidelines specify “active and effective dissemination” is central for 

disclosing material information [42]. However, these guidelines present some grey areas as they 

are tied to common practices. These common practices are sometimes clarified to varying degrees 

of success through notices. The rules themselves are not static although they are only 

uncommonly updated, generally only upon transformational changes. The first rendition was 

released in the early 2000’s along with the American “Regulation Fair Disclosure” and 

“Sarbanes-Oxley Act” [43] [44]. Where among other things (namely audit and financial 

regulations) newswires became a prevalent method to efficiently disclose and pushing 

information into the marketplace [4]. Subsequently NP 51-201 was updated in 2007 with changes 

to Future-Oriented Financial Information [45]. Then most recently, in 2013 alongside the 

introduction of the Notice-and-Access system [46], partially replacing traditional paper-based 

reporting for “Financial Statements” and “Management Discussions and Analysis”. 

 Event Studies 

2.2.1 Event Window 
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The event window – shown as the interval between t3 and t4 in Figure 2, refers to the period the 

market takes to react to new information. There is a lack of consensus over the appropriate size; 

to determine an appropriate option, the history of both event studies and certain systems will be 

discussed. This is especially important for an event study spanning multiple years, experiencing 

technological changes. 

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Event Window

(Determined by Volume Traded, Section 3.3.)

Estimation Window

(Created by Market Portfolio, Section 3.4.)

 

 

Figure 2. Simplified timeline illustrating the two general windows used in the analysis 

 

Event studies have been used since at least 1933 to quantify and understand the effects of 

corporate events. Generally, they are used to measure the equity price reaction in response to an 

unanticipated announcement of an event. This measurement describes the resultant event value to 

shareholders over an event window, whose size is a test of how efficiently the market 

incorporates new information [47]. The first event study in 1933 examined the positive impact of 

stock splits on company equity prices, using monthly returns [48]. Back then information 

dissemination was on a relatively longer time-series compared to today; but since the 

fundamental financial systems have continuously evolved [49]. The mid-twentieth century saw 

advances in equity information dissemination and statistical techniques allowing better 

examination of cause-and-effects, for example: the earlier positive impact from stock splits 

findings were attributed to corresponding dividend increase announcements generally following 

stock splits [50]. This study by Fama established the event study methodology still used today. 

That said, this methodology has been supplemented by further works leading to daily event 

studies techniques used herein [51]. One other notable recent evolution includes the introduction 
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of electronic document retrieval and disclosure systems in the mid 1990’s [52], increasing the 

reliability of event studies with shorter event windows.16 Prior to these systems investors and 

others obtained information from records departments or directly from the company. 

These electronic systems also encouraged healthy competition and created a more equal investor 

“playing field” by consolidating information and facilitating dissemination. They were 

immediately immensely popular, whereas a report by the Canadian Securities Administrators 

described traffic volumes as huge and unexpected [53]. That said, electronic document retrieval 

information is important to verify, particularly prior to April 2013 where filings were only 

digitally released the next day.17 Now-a-days most filings are released on 15-minute cycle delays 

[54], allowing a more efficient market reaction as the underlying principle is widespread 

availability. That said, electronic disclosure systems are not without shortcomings, notably their 

susceptibility to information breaches [55]. 

While selective disclosure and unfair practice concerns remain [56], trading platforms such as the 

NYSE and TSX do not see prices fully incorporating new information before its public release 

relative to other trading platforms [57]. For these reasons, along with the custom established by 

literature, the event window in this study varies from between one pre-event window day and 

three post-event window days as shown in Figure 3. 

t1 t2 t3 t4 t5

Pre-Event

Window

Estimation Window

(Created by Market Portfolio, Section 3.4.)

Post-Event

Window

 

Figure 3. Detailed timeline illustrating the three specific windows used in the analysis 

 

16 Market efficiency relied on more factors (e.g. mailing speeds) for certain investors, it could be argued that 

subsequent to this milestone, inter-day analysis became more accurate. 
17 It could be argued that subsequent to this milestone, intra-day analysis became more accurate. 
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Short horizon studies typically range from one-month before and one-month after the event; long 

horizon studies typically include those up to five-years after the event [3] [58], short horizon 

studies often measure how fast information is incorporated into prices. Fixed-length event 

windows may be less appropriate for studies focusing on a single to a few securities; as 

calculating the event window individually for each event is feasible. However, to avoid 

subjectivity, a rule-based approach to determining event window length, where the event reaction 

persists given a certain criterion is more consistent. Suggested other approaches are based on 

returns, trading volume, or volatility [59]. These approaches can be seen as other factors to 

indirectly estimate event window length for otherwise incalculable metrics.18 While these rules 

lack consensus in research, trading volume rules are the least subjective [58]. For example, it is 

logical that certain pieces of information – such as a +100-page NI 43-101 report outlining 

feasibility metrics of a mine site, have varying degrees of efficient reactions. Some investors take 

time to determine the implications of the information on downstream processes, meaning this 

disparity is reconciled in this analysis through using a variable event window. 

2.2.2 Estimation Windows 

Event studies rely on calculating the abnormal return (AR) associated with the exact first release 

date of an unexpected event; as seen in the equation below this requires calculating two returns 

[3]. Including, firstly the actual return (R) at a given time (t) experienced by the company (i), and 

secondly the expected return using conditioning information (X) calculated from a market 

portfolio. The unexplained difference – or abnormal return, is assumed to be most likely 

attributable to the simultaneously disclosed event. This effectively quantifies the value generated 

as a result of an event relative to the market, by comparing the actual return to other unaffected 

comparable equities. 

 

18 Time-to-access, reading-time, processing-time, time-to-action, and more varies with each investor & event. 
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𝑅(𝑖,𝑡) = 𝐸[𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)|𝑋𝑡] + AR(𝑖,𝑡)                                                     ( 1 ) 

There are multiple statistical models which can be used to generate the estimation parameters for 

predicting how the market ought to behave. These models typically include the Constant Mean 

Return Model, Market Model, Capital Asset Pricing Model, and other Multi-factor Models. The 

Market Model was selected; as it is the most popular in practice [3], and empirically, for short-

horizon event analyses sophisticated multi-variate models make little difference [51] [60].  

𝐸[𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)|𝑋𝑡] = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖Ω𝑚𝑡
                                                            ( 2 ) 

Simple mean return models yield similar results to more sophisticated models as the abnormal 

return variance is barely reduced with sophisticated models [51] [60]. Where, the abnormal 

returns are normally distributed as the length of the estimation window increases [61]. 

𝐸[𝐴𝑅] = 0 , 𝑉𝑎𝑟[𝐴𝑅] = 𝜎(𝐴𝑅,𝑖)
2                                                  ( 3 ) 

The conditioning information for the estimation window is usually represented by a broad-based 

stock index and is captured over a fixed window. The index needs to capture similar effects by 

the company under analysis, such that returns due to market activities can be factored out. 

Relevant effects to consider in the market portfolio include: (1) company size where large size 

relates to: lower investment risk, lower short-run returns, consistent share value, consistent 

dividend payments, (2) similar risk value, to attract similar investors, (3) serving similar markets 

and within the same industry, and (4) similar exposure to short term prices and economic 

slowdowns. There is no specific representative index for our purposes, so a custom variant was 

created based on a recognized standard. An Intercontinental Exchange (ICE) index will be the 

basis for this variant; as through their subsidiary ICE Data Indices LLC they are an authority on 

indices. 
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Abnormal returns for an event are traditionally estimated through the Cumulative Abnormal 

Returns (CAR) or the Buy-and-Hold Abnormal Return (BHAR). CARs are the sum of the 

abnormal returns over the event window. 

𝐶𝐴𝑅T
𝑖 = ∑ 𝐴𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)

𝑡2

𝑡=𝑡1+1

                                                               ( 4 ) 

BHAR calculates the difference between the realized and normal returns; Barber and Lyons 

related the BHAR and CAR in a regression, and determined BHAR is conceptually better for long 

horizon studies [3] [62]. The equation below shows BHAR as a product of a sequence of terms, 

differing from CAR as a geometric sum rather than an arithmetic sum. 

𝐵𝐻𝐴𝑅𝑖 = ∏ (1 + 𝐴𝑅(𝑖,𝑡))

𝑇2

𝑡=𝑇1+1

                                                         ( 5 ) 

Like disclosures, financial information deteriorates over time and date accuracy is important. 

High levels of detail are required for econometric analyses – especially for an otherwise unknown 

equity valuation fluctuation. For this analysis three different sources are used for the financial 

data: (1) Center for Research in Security Prices (CRSP) Database by CHASS for mass company 

analysis and historical equity valuation data, (2) Mergent Online by FTSE Russell for detailed 

individual company and corporate actions information, and (3) YCharts for real-time investor 

analysis including current equity valuation data. 

2.2.3 Financial Market Assumptions 

The efficient market hypothesis (EMH) is an underlying assumption of event studies. Generally, 

EMH states that traded assets react immediately to all available information, in accordance with 

one of three distinct levels: (1) weak, (2) semi-strong, and (3) strong [63]. In reality, financial 

markets are much more complex – see the Random Walk Theory, they are not perfectly efficient 
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or completely inefficient; and these discrete intervals are more of an evolving spectrum. The 

validity of this assumption is predicated on an equity price only needing to provide the best 

estimate of the information’s value, not necessarily fully incorporating all information 

immediately [59]. That said, there are exceptions, including but not limited to: (1) all investors 

view information differently, (2) new information requires time to react, (3) human error or 

emotional decision-making, and (4) there are records of investors profiting from market 

abnormalities. 

The controversy surrounding this hypothesis and the myriad of investors types or trading 

strategies, speaks to market complexity [64]. This complexity is encapsulated by Hillmer and Yu 

who tested the time markets take to adjusted to new information, and theorized multiple return 

processes, one during a period of adjustment to the event and the other outside the reactionary 

period [65]. Then later, LeBaron who used an artificial stock market to simulate trades, furthering 

trading strategy complexity and introducing the concept of a lag period between information 

release and market correction. [66]. A complexity arising from a plethora of strategies with a 

range of time required to process material information. Of which some (e.g. statistical arbitrage, 

algorithmic trading, etc.) are assumed to assist in equalizing inefficiencies between North 

American markets and impacting the daily traded volume. 

According to Samuelson, the stock market is micro-efficient but macro-inefficient, meaning the 

EMH works better for individual stocks [67]. Some studies have found weak stock price 

prediction is possible for short intervals before and after events [68]. One final assumption is 

rational market behavior; whereas equity price behaves predictably in so far as a positive 

announcement is met with a positive return and a negative announcement is met with a negative 

return; meaning investors are assumed to have perfect rationality. The EMH reaction and other 

characteristic reactions for event studies are shown below in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Simplified market reactions to a positive event [69] 

 

In an attempt to better understand anomalous market behaviours unexplained by classical 

financial theory scholars began to explore a branch of economics called behavioural finance. In 

this thesis these considerations are included through the form of sentiment analysis [70], as 

discussed in Section 2.3. 

 Sentiment Analysis 

Sentiment analysis is a research branch involving natural language processing, textual analysis, 

and computational linguistics to determine subjective information. It analyzes emotional data to 

assist in making optimal decisions. Generally, it involves any measure where subjective 

information is extracted from textual documents [71]. The roots of sentiment analysis are from 

studying public opinion at the beginning of the 20th century, but the majority (99 %) of papers on 

sentiment analysis were published after 2004 [72]. Since then, with the widespread availability of 

texts on the web, and the technology’s ability to empirically review otherwise unmanageable data 
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[73], it has been recognized as useful for finance, marketing, and review platforms. Where 

specific applications examples include: managing customer relations [74], tracking market 

response to target entities [75], search algorithms [76], algorithmic trading strategies [77] [78], 

and econometric research on financial markets – as explored herein. The most common two-class 

problem for these applications involves positive and negative sentiment, or – while not explored 

in this research, complex emotion variants (e.g. anger, trust, surprise, etc.) [79]. This research 

explicitly determines the real-time sentiment scores which are used in financial trading strategies 

[80], using subjective over objective information, as research has indicated this predicts price 

direction better [81]. 

One current effort for finance and social science researchers involves using sentiment analysis to 

understand human decisions in response to textual documents [71]. This notion is furthered by 

research from the University of Notre Dame, which states: “A growing literature finds significant 

relations between stock price reactions and the sentiment of information releases” [82]. Other 

research efforts focus on social media reports, however these unstructured reports come with 

several additional complications prior to analysis being possible and is not a variable included 

within this analysis [83]. There are many realms of sentiment analysis, which one paper cannot 

synthesize alone. 

Lexicon-based approaches in research are common, whereas a repository associates emotion with 

words. As of at least 2012, only limited-coverage lexicons exist; meaning care should be 

exercised when selecting an appropriate lexicon for the analysis [84]. Approaches using limited-

coverage lexicons are enhanced when applied with: (1) word embeddings, and (2) parts of speech 

details. 

1. Word embeddings map words in a vocabulary to numeric vectors [85], preserving word 

order and context. This allows the modelling of relationships between words to be 
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captured using vector arithmetic. An example of relationships which can be described is 

shown below: 

𝐾𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑚𝑎𝑛 + 𝑤𝑜𝑚𝑎𝑛 = 𝑄𝑢𝑒𝑒𝑛                                                 ( 6 ) 

2. Associating the eight parts of speech to document words involves associating additional 

information from the original raw text to identify polysemous words, such as shown in 

Table 1 [86]. 

Table 2. Parts of speech example from MathWorks 

Token 
Document 

Number 

Sentence 

Number 

Line 

Number 
Type 

Part of 

Speech 

“Mine” 1 1 1 Letters Pronoun 

“Mine” 1 2 1 Letters Noun 

These two machine learning methods mainly mitigate problems related to semantics encountered 

with lexicon-based approaches [87]. The nuanced technical explanations surrounding machine 

learning models is outside the scope of this report, but references are provided herein. However 

generally, this research makes use of support-vector machines (SVMs), a supervised learning 

model that analyzes data for classification given training data with binary categories [88]. 

Figure 5 shows the main logic behind SVMs. The binary classification algorithm’s objective is to 

separate data into two classes. For separable classes it searches for an optimal hyperplane to 

separate the data, in this case creating a boundary between positive and negative words. For non-

separable classes a soft margin (i.e. hyperplane) is used which attempts to optimally separate 

many but not all data points appropriately. This soft margin requires the use of slack variables 

and a penalty parameter [89].  
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Figure 5. Support Vector Machines [89] 
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Data and Methodology 

 Events 

From the start of the financial data collection, the first event that can be analyzed is 1997-06-04 

(252 trading days later; or after the first “Estimation Window” time period has elapsed to 

calculate analysis parameters). Financial data was collected until 2018-10-01 meaning the last 

event that can be analyzed depends on the post event window. Between these two dates all the 

primary (initial release) documents from sources enumerated in Section 2.1.2 were compiled.  

Going from multiple databases to a single categorized events database involves three main 

processes: (1) Data Reconciliation to consolidate information sources as outlined in Section 3.1.1, 

(2) Document Grouping to combine information or documents into events as outlined in Section 

3.1.2, and (3) Document Categorization to assign categories to events outlined in both Section 

3.1.2 and 3.1.3. These three separate processes are required due to complications arising when 

creating events from documents, namely: (1) multiple documents and disclosures can occur as 

part of a single event,19 (2) there are not always news releases associated with company events,20 

and (3) multiple events can be disclosed at the same time. Hence the necessity for an objective 

methodology, this methodology is visually summarized in Figure 6. Note that the Document 

Categorization process is comprised of two subprocesses: (1) Rule Categorization, and (2) 

Content Analysis.  

 

19 E.g. Decision documents belong to the same event but can be disclosed after a time interval. 
20 News releases are associated with most events in effort to push information out into the marketplace. 
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Figure 6. Overview of the document to event process 

The Document Grouping process allows the handling of multiple related disclosures and/or 

documents to be treated as the same event. That said, if the multiple documents are not related to 

the same event and have overlapping event windows, then these events are excluded from the 

analysis since the corresponding value change in equity performance from two separate 

conflicting events cannot be separated (Section 3.1.4). Figure 7 illustrates a simple case whereas 

two consolidated documents were grouped together within the Document Grouping process as 

they belonged to the same event (despite being released at different times). 
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Figure 7. Example consolidated documents belonging to the same event shown on a timeline 

Concurrently while the documents are being grouped into events, the Document Categorization 

process categorizes the events into one of the eight categories as shown in Figure 8, per the rules 

in Section 3.1.2. This categorization is important to both: (1) give context of scale of equity 

impacts to the magnitude of CSR and T&I events relative to all other events, and (2) understand 

the various actions undertaken by a company. It is assumed information presented by events 

correlate with abnormal equity price movements relative to the market. 

Event

(Uncategorized)

Corporate

Technical

CSR

Financial

Production

T&I

Other

Categorization

Event

(Categorized)

Management

Categories

 

Figure 8. Document categorizations as identified by Appendix B  

The category descriptions are provided below – as explained later they are closely related to the 

governing rules such that event categorizations are objective, they were designed to be distinct 

from one another and provide context to company behaviours. 

1. Corporate: Securities offerings documents such as those related to prospectuses, 

governance standards, external financial matters, and other corporate actions. These 

documents are mostly disclosed through SEDAR. 
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2. Financial: Internal performance documents relating to income, cash flow, equity, and 

other financial statements. These documents are usually periodic and mostly disclosed 

through SEDAR. 

3. Management: Announcements of significant personnel changes, including corporate 

profile listed persons and other senior-level persons. These documents are mostly 

disclosed through SEDAR. 

4. Production: Internal performance documents relating to production and exploration, such 

as changes to reserves, resources, and production rates. These documents are mostly 

disclosed through SEDAR. 

5. Technical: Reports and other documents which communicate significant science or 

engineering applications in relation to current pragmatic business operations. These 

documents are mostly disclosed through SEDAR. 

6. CSR: Reports and other documents or media discussing company-community matters 

including but not limited to values, philosophies, activities, or initiatives. These 

documents may or may not have been disclosed through SEDAR but are largely from 

media sources. 

7. T&I: Reports and other documents or media discussing future-looking information 

related to future technologies or optimizations. These documents are heavily related to 

the “flavour of the year”. These documents may or may not have been disclosed through 

SEDAR but are largely from media sources. 

8. Other: All other documents which do not meet the above descriptions. This includes 

documents which were lacking sufficient content to be categorized. 
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3.1.1 Sources – Data Reconciliation 

To obtain the consolidated document properties used in the analysis, a data reconciliation process 

was first initiated where the information from four sources was consolidated. Generally, the data 

required from each source was: (1) time of disclosure, (2) date of disclosure, (3) document name, 

and (4) document contents. Additional or alternative sources (e.g. EDGAR) can be 

added/exchanged if – based on the company, it is believed those sources would create a more 

comprehensive database. This selection of four sources is meant to capture the disclosure 

principles outlined in NP 51-201 and mitigate against database inconsistencies outlined in 

Appendix A Limitations. It captures documents disseminated by the company which are both: 

prescribed as mandatory disclosures and optional disclosures which are generally regarded as 

non-material. In this study, substantial effort was made to ensure that the documents were the first 

public release of the information (secondary information releases are ignored); representing the 

event date where investors are largely made aware of these company events or practices. In total 

there were 270 instances of manual revisions on the SEDAR news releases.21 

1. SEDAR and SEDI: Mandatory documents related to the company were obtained through 

accessing the company profile. In addition to the information above: the document type 

(see the SEDAR Filing Guide) for each disclosure was obtained (where applicable) and 

associated with the appropriate file. 

2. Factiva: Documents related to the company were searched for in this comprehensive 

news analytics database (+33,000 sources) through the supported query functions 

including both industry code (e.g. SIC) and company name. This source provided 

context, solved discrepancies between databases, ensured disclosure date accuracy, 

 

21 Common revisions include discrepancies with dates, titles, double-postings, missing-postings, and filing 

types. 
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compiled a comprehensive database, identified secondary information releases, and other 

addressed shortcomings (identified in Appendix A). Generally, these mandatory or 

optional documents were assigned the “News Release” document type.  

3. ProQuest: Documents related to the company were searched for in this historical focused 

database, through Boolean supported querying. The source was primarily used to clarify 

context surrounding obscure disclosures and obtain older events. Generally, these 

mandatory or optional documents were assigned the “News Release” document type. 

4. Website: Documents related to the company were obtained through accessing the 

company’s website. Generally, these mandatory or optional documents were assigned the 

“News Release” document type. It was found that the optional reports drafted explicitly 

by the company were then typically secondarily disclosed through other news platforms.  

3.1.2 Documents – Event Grouping and Categorization 

After the consolidated documents (d) are obtained, they undergo a largely automated process to 

consistently group one or more related documents together into events (D) by using logic 

operators. These logical operators can be thought of as creating two main Boolean-valued 

functions, herein called predicates. The time predicate identifies (true/false) whether event 

windows are overlapping (explored later in Section 3.1.4) and the filing type predicate identifies 

(true/false) whether disclosures belong to the same event. Set theory is used in this particular 

methodology to communicate these relationships, where the variables includes the superset of 

events (E) within this analysis and n represents the total amount of events. 

𝐸 ⊇ 𝐷 𝑜𝑟 𝐸 = {𝐷1, … , 𝐷𝑛}                                                           ( 7 ) 
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The filing type predicate uses the document type (J) for each consolidated document, to 

determine conflicting document types per the SEDAR Filing Guide based on the filing type for 

the event. Note: 

1. For this study, events are defined at the filing type (K) level as each represents a explicit 

filing purpose or reason for performing a filing [90]. 22 An established definition prevents 

the subjective grouping of events – especially for events with multiple documents or 

disclosures, and CARs being miscategorized downstream. Generally, this equates to 

documents apart of the same SEDAR project number being treated as one event (e.g. 

English/French translations, or Confirmation of Mailing and Financial Statements).23 

2. The SEDAR Filing Guide is organized as a six-tier document tree hierarchy amounting to 

over 3,500 pathway options.24 These six-tiers are shown below in Figure 9 with the 

number of each unique type shown in parenthesizes. The last three tiers (filing type, filing 

subtype, and document type) enumerate each possible reason for a disclosure to ensure 

the proper event grouping and CARs are not incorrectly counted. 

Category of

Filing (8)

Folder for

 Filing Type (3)

Filing Type

 (181)

Filing Subtype 

(124)

Document 

Type (928)

Category of

Filer (3)
 

Figure 9. SEDAR Filing Guide document tree tiers (corresponding amount of unique types) 

Using these two notes above, the document type to event pathways relevant to this analysis were 

programmed, making up the filing type predicate (Φ). The filing type predicate states all 

documents assigned document types within the same filing type are elements of the same event. 

Where n represents the total number of document types for a given filing type, as determined by 

 

22 Note the filing subtype is also sometimes required to deduce an implicit filing type. 
23 SEDAR project numbers are not consistently made publicly available. 
24 Not included are document types which are now defunct, and not contained in the SEDAR Filing Guide. 
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tracing the document type “up-the-tree” via the pathways shown in Appendix B. Simply put, the 

programmed logical operators identify conflicting document types for different events which 

when combined later with the time predicate can identify the presence of  two distinct events as 

explored in Section 3.1.4. 

Φ (𝑑𝐽) → {𝑑𝐽 ∈ 𝐷𝐾 | 1 ≤ 𝐽 ≤ 𝑛𝐾}                                                  ( 8 ) 

Since the SEDAR Filing Guide is the practical manifestation of the CSA rules (e.g. National 

Instruments), the filing types are related or directly reference their governing rules. These 

governing rules can be used to concurrently categorize the events with one of the eight 

aforementioned categories. This user-level and regulatory-level relationship is the foundation for 

an objective categorization process while also permitting the reader to delve into the rules to 

assess and/or customize the categorization logic (shown in Appendix B). This information was 

organized into a series of Tables B.3. to B.15. Document Type to Filing Type as shown in 

Appendix B. These tables allow the easy identification of the options for a document disclosure.  

When the direct references were not provided for a filing type the governing rule had to be 

determined. To accomplish this, first, a repository was compiled of all the current and historic 

consolidated rules from the BCSC website (for the composition see Table 1) along with their 

associated documents25 and other CSA documents.26 Then, using document and filing type 

information, Boolean operator searches were performed to determine the governing rule(s) of 

filing types given that document type. Note that there is one complication: news releases are 

usually broader in nature and are associated with most rules, meaning a lexicon-based content 

analysis (Section 3.1.3) is required to indirectly categorize them. 

 

25 Namely: National Instruments, National Policies, Provincial Instruments, Provincial Policies, Uniform Act 

Policies, CSA Notices, Provincial Notices, Principles of Regulation, Staff Accounting Communications, 

Registration Section Clarification Notes, Interpretation Notes, and any amendments thereto. 
26 SEDAR Subscriber Updates were also used as they outline code updates, including removals and additions. 
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The categorization process is visually summarized in Figure 10. Note that the rules shown are 

those which are most frequently associated with disclosures.
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NI 45-106
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Figure 10. Document rule grouping pathways identified by Appendix B 

The typical categorizations (c) associated with each governing rule (r) are shown in the 

expressions below. Note: (1) a single governing rule can provide context on the appropriate 

categorization of multiple filing types, and (2) certain of the governing rules are very similar in 

terms of filing types such as NI 44-101 and NI 44-103 so they are abbreviated. 

𝐷𝑐 = {𝑑𝑟}                                                                     ( 9 ) 

Where: 

𝐷𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = {𝑑𝑁𝐼 41, 𝑑𝑁𝐼 44, 𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝐶𝑜𝑟𝑝𝑜𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒), 𝑑𝑁𝐼 62, 𝑑𝑁𝐼 71, 𝑑𝑀𝐼 11, 𝑑𝐴𝐶𝑇} 

𝐷𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙 = {𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑖𝑎𝑙), 𝑑𝑁𝐼 52, 𝑑𝑁𝐼 71} 

𝐷𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙 = {𝑑𝑁𝐼 43, 𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑇𝑒𝑐ℎ𝑛𝑖𝑐𝑎𝑙)} 

𝐷𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = {𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛)} 

𝐷𝐶𝑆𝑅 = {𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝐶𝑆𝑅), 𝑑𝑁𝐼 58 𝑑𝐹𝐸𝐷} 

𝐷𝑇&𝐼 = {𝑑𝑁𝑒𝑤𝑠 𝑅𝑒𝑙𝑒𝑎𝑠𝑒 (𝑇&𝐼)} 
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Afterwards the database was manually reviewed for any incorrect event groupings or 

categorizations to ensure accuracy. There were no problems which impacted the automation of 

the process, except with: (1) issuer document type misclassifications, (2) encountering defunct 

filing categories, and (3) certain limitations as discussed in Section 5.4. 

The subsequent exclusion of events is discussed in Section 3.1.4.  

3.1.3 News Releases – Content Analysis 

News releases account for approximately 60 % of the companies consolidated documents.27 Due 

to their wide-ranged nature (see Table B.6. in Appendix B) an indirect categorization method is 

required to assign a category to each news release which is not associated with another document 

with a classifiable CSA rule. 

This categorization involves manually reviewing each document and assigning a category based 

on the contents. To keep a consistent approach throughout all the documents, the assignment was 

performed through a custom word/phrase wildcard-supported lexicon which identifies the explicit 

context for classifying each document within one of the eight categories.28 This lexicon is tailored 

to the company under review as it was created by manually reviewing each company document 

for appropriate categorization terms.29 

Table 3. Custom lexicon for classifying news releases into one of seven categories 

Category Word Count 

Corporate 273 

Financial 97 

Management 60 

Production 130 

 

27 A subset of these news releases is prescribed by legislation and another subset are optional. 
28 The “Other” group is not associated with particular word, but rather a lack thereof. 
29 To avoid naming the company under analysis the lexicon is not presented. 
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Technical 16 

CSR 292 

T&I 181 

 

Afterwards the database was manually reviewed for any incorrect event groupings or 

categorizations. Including reviewing each lexicon entry to ensure consistency amongst the 

categories. There were no problems which impacted the automation of the process – except where 

the company issued Part 1 & Part 2 news releases,30 this required manual revision. Meaning if the 

event windows of News Releases overlap and they belong to the same event they must be 

combined. 

3.1.4 Extraneous Events 

After the documents have been grouped into events and categories, the time predicate checks for 

overlapping event windows. The time predicate shown below states all events with an event 

window (T) are elements of the superset of events as long as the event window date does not 

overlap with some other (O) event window. The event windows are defined in Section 3.3.2.  

Φ (𝐷𝑇) → {𝐷𝑇 ∈ 𝐸 | 𝐷𝑂 ≠ 𝐷𝑇 }                                                    ( 10 ) 

These two predicates come together in the expression below, whereas if the filing type predicate 

is false (i.e. conflicting filing types) and the time predicate is false (i.e. overlapping event 

window) then the event is removed from the analysis per the expression below. While these 

events may exhibit significant equity fluctuations, it is not possible to determine contribution 

weightings due to conflation. Therefore this methodology effectively rejects the CAR associated 

with conflating events for the group.  

𝐷𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = {𝐷𝑃 ∈ 𝐸 | Φ (𝑑𝐽) ∧  Φ (𝐷𝑇)}                                            ( 11 ) 

 

30 Examples include update news releases such as on developing M&A events (e.g. poison pills). 
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This procedure ensures: (1) events with multiple disclosures are still considered preventing 

subjective bias against large information events, (2) documents are objectively grouped into 

events leading to CARs being appropriately counted, and (3) events with conflicting events as 

defined by incompatible document types given a filing type are both excluded from the analysis. 

As an example, the document type “Material Document(s)” according to the SEDAR Filing 

Guide has two filing types: “Material Change Report” or “Annual Information Forms”. If the 

model detects another document type resulting from a different filing type with an overlapping 

event window, for example: “Early warning report” which has a filing type of “Securities 

Acquisitions Filings” the filing purpose and time predicate are false. Meaning since these two 

documents have unrelated purposes, both are excluded; this is visually represented on a timeline 

in Figure 11. 
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Figure 11. Event study timeline showing two documents with different filing types 

 Sentiment Analysis 

A support vector sentiment classifier constructed through the MATLAB Analytics Toolbox [91] 

analyzed each of the news release documents in Section 3.1.1 to obtain sentiment scores. This 

involves: (1) preparing data for analysis, (2) preprocessing raw text, (3) training a sentiment 

classifier on an opinion lexicon and using word embeddings, (4) calculating document mean 

sentiment scores, and (5) visualizing the performance. 

Firstly, all the news release documents were compiled within a repository as a PDF such that they 

could be entered into MATLAB as a file datastore. The datastore is looped over each document 
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and the machine-readable plaintext format is automatically extracted. The important document 

parameters included: Document Number (j), Sentence Number (k), Line Number (l). These 

parameters can be used to index the various words making up documents. 

Secondly, the document text was preprocessed in accordance with the parameters outlined in 

Table 4 to remove undesired components. Preprocessing includes tokenizing, lemmatizing, 

erasing punctuation, and removing certain words. Heavily detailed worked examples of this 

methodology – including changeable model parameters, are available on the MathWorks website 

for reference to recreate the code [88] [89] [92] [93]. 

1. Tokenization, f(x): A function which prepares documents as a collection of words or 

smaller tokens (v) for conducting text analysis. 

2. Add Part of Speech Details, g(x): a function which updates the tokens (w) based on 

semantic details within the document to yield a more accurate sentiment classifier. 

3. Upper Case, h(x): Preprocesses the collection of words for each document by converting 

all upper-case words within tokens to lower case words (y) to standardize the appearance 

of the data. 

4. Stop Words (wST): Preprocesses the collection of words for each document by removing 

words which add noise to the data (e.g. “a”, “and”, “the”, etc.). 

5. Normalize Words, q(x): A function which allows the collection of words to be 

lemmatized (z) in preparation for conducting text analysis. 

6. Erase Punctuation, (wPU): Preprocesses the collection of words for each document by 

removing the punctuation symbols (e.g. “!”, “?”, etc.). 
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7. Long Words (wLO): Preprocesses the collection of words for each document by removing 

words with 15 characters or greater which add noise to the data, as words of this length 

are irregularly used. 

8. Small Words (wSM): Preprocesses the collection of words for each document by removing 

words with 2 characters or fewer which add noise to the data, as these words carry no 

calculable sentiment. 

Table 4. Sentiment analysis preprocessing parameters 

Preprocessing Step Action 

Tokenization (∀𝑖)(𝑓(𝐷𝑗,𝑘,𝑙) → 𝐷𝑣) 

Add Part of Speech Details (∀𝑖)(𝑔(𝐷𝑣) → 𝐷𝑤) 

Convert Upper Case (∀𝑖)(ℎ(𝐷𝑤) → 𝐷𝑦) 

Remove Stop Words (∀𝑖)(𝐷𝑦 − 𝑤𝑆𝑇) 

Normalize Words  (∀𝑖)(𝑞(𝐷𝑦) → 𝐷𝑧) 

Erase Punctuation (∀𝑖)(𝐷𝑧 − 𝑤𝑃𝑈) 

Remove Long Words (∀𝑖)(𝐷𝑧 − 𝑤𝐿𝑂) 

Remove Small Words (∀𝑖)(𝐷𝑧 − 𝑤𝑆𝑀) 

 

Thirdly, the support vector machine (SVM) classifier was trained using a positive and negative 

sentiment lexicon created by National Research Council (NRC) Canada [84]. Prior to training the 

classifier the lexicon words were converted to word vectors using a pretrained word embedding 

[94]. 

Note that other lexicons were tested including a lexicon created by Loughran-McDonald used for 

10-X Filings, similar results were obtained [95] [96]. However, the NRC lexicon is used because 

the purpose is to determine the general public sentiment of the aforementioned optional reports, 

meaning a financial lexicon is less appropriate. A sample of the predicted sentiment is shown in 

the form of a word cloud in Figure 12; note size corresponds to prediction scores. 
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Figure 12. Support vector sentiment classifier for the NRC Canada lexicon 

 

Prior to creating the classifier, 10 % of the lexicon words were randomly partitioned for 

evaluating model performance. Figure 13 shows the classification accuracy results for this 

partitioned data in the form of a confusion matrix. Accurate results were obtained, whereas, of the 

241 true positive words it predicted 27 as negative and of the 377 true negative words it predicted 

29 as positive. 
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Figure 13. Confusion matrix on NRC Canada lexicon testing data 

Fourthly, the overall subjectivity of each document is calculated. This includes predicting the 

sentiment score (SS) of each token within the document, and then subsequently calculating the 

mean sentiment score for the entire document. Values smaller than zero represent a negative class 

and greater than zero represents a positive class. These values were associated with their 

appropriate document within the model; in this analysis news releases sentiment score values 

ranged between -0.4 and 1.9. 

Figure 14 shows the resultant wordcloud when the sentiment classifier is executed on the 

documents. Note that there are certain words present which in the context of mining are not 

negative (e.g. leach, smelter), however this is logical given the sentiment lexicon used. Based on 

the logic presented when introducing the sentiment lexicon these words are kept within the 

classifier.  
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Figure 14. Support vector machine sentiment classifier for the company document data 

 Event Study Methodology 

3.3.1 Abnormal Return Methodology 

Company financial data was collected from 1996-06-04 up until the end of the analysis 2018-10-

01 (end of the third financial quarter); this data was reconciled against additional sources to 

ensure consistency – as discussed in Section 3.3.2. The two most important input parameters 

include company closing bid price (Pi) in USD and volume traded. Over the analysis period the 

daily actual returns (R(i,t)) are calculated using the formula in the equation below and are 

expressed as percentages. 

R(𝑖,𝑡) =
(𝑃(𝑖,𝑡+1) − 𝑃(𝑖,𝑡))

𝑃(𝑖,𝑡)
                                                          ( 12 ) 

The market returns (Ωm) are calculated similarly to the actual returns however, using a portfolio 

of companies, as explained later in Section 3.4. Using these two returns (actual, market) the two 

estimation window analysis parameters, intercept (α) and slope (β) are calculated over the 

estimation window days. 
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𝛼𝑖 = 𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ − 𝛽𝑖Ωmt
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅                                                              ( 13 ) 

      

𝛽 =
∑(Ω𝑚𝑡

− Ωmt
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)(𝑅(𝑖,𝑡) − 𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )

∑(Ω𝑚𝑡
− Ωmt

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
2                                            ( 14 ) 

The above two analysis parameters are used to calculate the expected returns (E[R(i,t)|Xt]) 

E[R(𝑖,𝑡)|X𝑡] = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑖Ωmt
                                                ( 15 ) 

 

𝐴𝑅(𝑖,𝑡) = R(𝑖,𝑡) − E[R(𝑖,𝑡)|X𝑡]                                             ( 16 ) 

The event study window is variable, this is further explained below in Section 3.3.2. The logic 

being new information causes varying equity fluctuations both in terms of magnitude and 

duration, and this is related to traded volume. Next, the sum of the AR over the event window is 

calculated, known as the cumulative abnormal return (CAR). It is a measure of the event 

performance against the market portfolio, generally associated with events. 

𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖 =  ∑ 𝐴𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)

𝑇2

𝑡=𝑇1+1

                                                       ( 17 ) 

The average CAR was used to group events within the same categories as outlined in Section 3.1. 

𝐶𝐴𝑅𝑖
̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ =

1

N
 ∑ 𝐶𝐴𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)

𝑁

𝑖=1

                                                       ( 18 ) 

Assuming the regression residuals are normally distributed, traditional parametric tests measure 

the significance of the results. To determine which results are significant the standard error 

associated with the Actual Return was calculated. Recall like the analysis parameters, when 

calculating the error, the average returns are calculated over the estimation window. 
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𝑆𝐸(𝑖,𝑡) =
𝜎

√𝑛
= √

1

(𝑛 − 2)
[∑(R(𝑖,𝑡) − R(𝑖,𝑡)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )

2
−

(∑(Ω𝑚𝑡
− Ω𝑚𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)(R(𝑖,𝑡) − R(𝑖,𝑡)̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ))
2

∑(Ω𝑚𝑡
− Ω𝑚𝑡

̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)
2 ]   ( 19 ) 

Using a t-test, results significant to a 95 % confidence interval, or a t-value of above 1.96 are 

identified. This means that the chances that the AR is random and insignificant is less than 5 %. 

𝐴𝑅𝑡−𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡 = |
𝐴𝑅(𝑖,𝑡)

𝑆𝐸(𝑖,𝑡)
|                                                            ( 20 ) 

3.3.2 Event Window Methodology 

The first possible event day is the maximum number of pre-event days after the SEDAR system 

was commissioned and publicly available. It is assumed that investors are using the best tools 

possible to inform their decisions, meaning it is assumed that the SEDAR commissioning date 

marks the point where daily event studies are possible. The last disclosure considered within the 

analysis was prior to the end of the third financial quarter on 2018-09-14. This date was selected 

as it is prior to recent turmoil/uncertainty, where the industry started to see a series of high-profile 

M&A, and insufficient time had elapsed to permit reflection on impacts (e.g. market return) with 

a retrospective lens.31 

Two things to note about the model: (1) a variable event window methodology is employed as 

several different events types are analyzed, and (2) periodically, disclosures related to the same 

event are spread out over the subsequent day which the model is capable of handling. Below, 

Table 5 summarizes the key dates based on the rules herein, and then rules surrounding the event 

window are enumerated. 

 

31 Two high-profile M&A include: Barrick with RandGold and Goldcorp with Newmont. 
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Table 5. Illustration of parameters for the first day of analysis depicting the initial setup 

Market Analysis Parameters From t=0 Actual Date 

First Financial Data Date -253 1996-06-04 

First Estimation Window Start -252  1996-06-05 

First Estimation Window End -5 1997-05-28 

First Pre-Event Days -1 to 0 1997-06-03 to 1997-06-04 

First Event Day (Disclosure) 0 1997-06-04 

End of Post-Event Days 1 to 3 1997-06-05 to 1997-06-09 

 

One of the reasons a custom model needed to be created is due to one of the input variables to 

determine the length of the event window (TEvent) being traded volume (V). Let the following 

variables represent: the time of the event (t), the total pre-window days (a), and the total post-

window days (b).  

𝑇𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 = {𝑇𝑡−𝑎 … 𝑇𝑡 … 𝑇𝑡+𝑏}                                                     ( 21 ) 

The next step is tailoring the document data for use with the market data. The trading platforms’ 

normal trading time ends at 16:00 hours Eastern Standard Time [90]. If the event disclosure time 

is after market close, then the event date was moved to the next trading day, where the market 

will react to the information over the subsequent day. This allows the closing bid price to be used. 

Note that weekends and recognized holidays are not trading days. Also note that extended trading 

hours were ignored as the volumes traded are low.  

𝐷𝑡 > 16h00 → t = t + 1                                                    ( 22 ) 

If the TEvent coincides with an problematic trading date (TProblem) as identified in the Problematic 

Trading Dates section of Appendix A, the event may be removed from the model. Where (1) 

problematic trading dates have the potential to result in anomalous and/or irregular trading 

behaviours, or (2) market trading data was unavailable due to external influences. This process is 

performed for all documents and is expressed as follows: 
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𝑇𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡 ∩ 𝑇𝑃𝑟𝑜𝑏𝑙𝑒𝑚 → 𝐸 − {𝐷𝐸𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡}                                           ( 23 ) 

As discussed previously, an event window length rule using volume traded is used to objectively 

determine the event window length. The logic is that events lead to increased trading volumes and 

therefore equity price instability; and the assumption is that upon the volume traded decreasing 

the market has reacted to the event. 

Note that the purpose of this event study is to determine effects over a short event window. This 

means that the maximum post event window length based on trading volume was set to 3 days. 

This maximum was calibrated by looking at the time-series for events associated with high 

information disclosure requirements (e.g. NI 43-101 and NI 41-101) and determining whether the 

market had finished reacting based on abnormal returns and trading volumes. 

 Vt+1 > Vt → b = 1 … Vt+3 > Vt → b = 3                                     ( 24 ) 

Further, it was assumed in the event of selective information release (e.g. accidental or insider 

trading), the trades would be made within 24-hours of the disclosure, meaning that the pre-event 

window maximum length was set to 1 day. To capture early reactions if trading volume is 

abnormally high preceding an event that time is captured. 

 𝑉𝑡−1 > 𝑉𝑡 → a = 1                                                           ( 25 ) 

The rationale is that to have an effect on the equity price, the early information would have to 

have a large enough effect on volume traded and the trade would have to be enacted close enough 

to the event such that there was not any other compounding events (increasing risk). This number 

is easily customizable on the model.  

Figure 15 shows the event window for an event, given the analysis rules above. In this 

circumstance, an extraneous event overlaps the event window, therefore both events are rejected 
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in the analysis. Note is that the post-event window lasts 2-days (due to trading volume) despite 

the last document belonging to the same event occurring the previous day. 
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Figure 15. Example with multiple document disclosures over the event window 

 Market Portfolio 

This market portfolio was designed to represent major multinational gold producers. The index 

changes over the analysis, in total 34 different components were identified, of which 9 persisted 

from inception until the end of the analysis. The market portfolio is based on the HUI Index, a 

market standard used by money managers and option trades; the changes made are outlined below 

and address index operational shortcomings (e.g. time, stakeholder impact) with the benefit of 

hindsight.32 

The creation of this market portfolio involves four main steps: (1) obtaining the HUI Index data, 

(2) recreating the HUI Index from readily publicly available information, (3) comparing the 

recreated HUI Index to the actual historic values, and (4) customizing the recreated version to 

create the HUI’ Index which will be used as the market portfolio. The reader is encouraged to 

perform their own variant of the analysis to further validate or provide their take-on affairs for the 

results herein. 

 

32 Changes to the HUI Index have direct impacts on money managers, meaning changes need to be scheduled 

(quarterly) and announced in advance.  
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Tangentially this methodology also served to externally validate the index as there is limited 

publicly available information – especially historic, on the HUI Index, and per the index 

administrator the index may be readily changed to reflect true market behaviour. It was 

determined that treating the HUI Index as a “black box” was not acceptable. This tangent per 

Section 3.4.4 resulted in the following outcomes: (1) validated the reference index composition, 

(2) better tailored the market portfolio to the company under analysis, and (3) optimized the 

methodology mathematics for this event study. 

3.4.1 Index Data 

Full market capitalization (MCAP) is defined by the equation below. This method is preferred over 

free-float market capitalization to determine the index weightings since company size is an 

important variable within this analysis. Meaning when MCAP is not adjusted for free float the 

outstanding shares (SOUTSTAND) held by all shareholders is used. Similar to Section 3.3 the 

company close bid price is used, as this analysis looks at disclosures which happened during the 

day; meaning closing price is the variable of interest. 

𝑀𝐶𝐴𝑃 = 𝑃𝑖 ∗ 𝑆𝑂𝑈𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝐷                                                            ( 26 ) 

Authorized Shares (SAUTHORIZED) is an intrinsic company property which remains constant with 

time and across trading platforms except for certain corporate actions issuing additional shares. 

Note that changes effecting SAUTHORIZED resulting from new share issuances, share repurchases, 

stock-splits, mergers, acquisitions, stock-retiring, and other financial instruments are adjusted and 

indicated via a coloured box in the model. This is possible as these corporate actions generally 

occur days in advance, are well-announced, and are made effective after trading hours.  
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Treasury Shares (STREASURY) refers to the number of shares owned by the company, a number 

which is reported on company balance sheets or other quarterly reports,33 unless required by 

certain other corporate actions. These four dates a year correspond with the accounting reference 

date which is usually a function of incorporation date and not calendar quarters, meaning these 

numbers can be reported at the end of any month [35].34 Within the model these other corporate 

actions (e.g. stock dividends) which effectively buyback or dilute the SOUTSTAND, are accounted 

for. 

SOUTSTAND can readily change for the reasons listed above, the equation below summarizes this 

relationship. Note that in the model, SOUTSTAND can precede equity pricing as SAUTHORIZED is 

established by articles of incorporation and STREASURY is reported on balance sheets [36]. The 

SISSUED is generally equal to SAUTHORIZED unless there are unissued shares. All instances are 

indicated via a coloured box within the model. 

SOUTSTAND = SISSUED − STREASURY                                           ( 27 ) 

Dilutive corporate actions are recognized per GAAP as liabilities rather than equity transactions 

unless they are exercised; where then the liability is derecognized, and the equity transaction is 

recognized on a cash-basis. Meaning, while the real-time shares outstanding value is known 

internally by the company accountants, the number is only known to the public upon periodic 

reporting of the company balance sheet. While this number is generally controlled by companies, 

due to the volatility of this number a weighted average is more representative than the quarterly 

spot number. Therefore, the weighted average shares outstanding is used within the model. 

Between the two reporting periods the number is interpolated instead of step increased. 

Interpolation is only possible retroactively but does allow the best available information – which 

 

33 This information is customarily compiled through the SEC (e.g. 10-Q, 20-F, 10-K). 
34 Most companies analyzed March 30th year-end, usually Q4 corresponds with their busiest month. 
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is representative of reality, for company properties and therefore market portfolio to be used for 

weightings; while also preventing market capitalizations from surging in steps (leading to 

significant abnormal returns). Note that the degree of turbulence for this number depends on the 

business of a company. 

For the purposes of this analysis dividends adjustments to equity price on the ex-dividend date is 

not necessary. Dividends are simply treated as events as isolating dividend impacts on equity 

valuation is not the purpose of the study, dividend data is provided in the model and can be 

included if desired.35 That said it is assumed dividend arbitrage in conjunction with the 

uniqueness identifiers largely nullify potential interference on other events.  

3.4.2 HUI Index 

More specifically, the variant is derived from the HUI Index, which was designed to measure the 

performance of companies involved in mining of gold ore but do not hedge their production 

beyond 1.5 years [97], giving significant exposure to short term gold prices. It was established by 

the American Stock Exchange on 1996-03-15, and originally was comprised of a maximum of 13 

gold equities [98]. Managed per the index administrator’s “Governance Committee”,36 the data is 

derived from three main exchanges: New York Stock Exchange (NYSE), NYSE American, and 

Nasdaq;37 whereas the two former exchanges are generally regarded as a steppingstone to the 

NYSE. By restricting data to these exchanges, the model inputs are more consistent (e.g. active 

trading times, data, currency) which is important for creating a representative market portfolio.  

 

35 Expected events market behaviours such as with dividends is complex, studies have looked at the impacts 

of expected vs. unexpected dividends. Complications include time-value of money, historical trends, 

dividend size, transaction costs, and taxation. 
36 Excerpt on the Governance Committee: “index constituent changes are reviewed by the Governance 

Committee to ensure that they are made objectively, without bias and in accordance with applicable law and 

regulation and IDI’s policies and procedures”. 
37 Formerly stood for the National Association of Securities Dealers Automated Quotations. No longer an 

acronym as of 2014 when the name was changed from NASDAQ OMX Group. 
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The initial components of the HUI Index are shown in Table 6, and the subsequent Market 

Portfolio Equities additions and removals from the index are shown in Appendix A. These were 

identified through historic news releases obtained through Factiva, ProQuest, and the NYSE 

website. 

Table 6. Initial composition of the HUI Index on 1996-05-07 

Company Ticker38 Current HUI Status39 

Agnico Eagle Mines ltd AEM Active 

ASA Ltd ASA Inactive 

Battle Mountain Gold Co BMG Inactive 

Coeur d’Alene Mines Corp CDE Active 

Echo Bays Mines ECO Inactive 

Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc (common) FCX Inactive 

Freeport-McMoRan Copper & Gold Inc (preferred) FCX Inactive 

Glamis Gold Ltd GLG Inactive 

Hecla Mining Co HL Active 

Homestake Mining Co HM Inactive 

Kinross Gold Corp KGC Active 

Newmont Mining Corp NEM Active 

Western Mining Corp Holdings Ltd WMC Inactive 

 

For the purposes of this analysis the minimum risk threshold for companies within the market 

portfolio is a Sponsored Level 2 American Depositary Receipt (ADR).40 

3.4.3 Recreated HUI Index 

 

38 Multiple equity ticker special codes exist, this analysis uses the NYSE “behind the dot” terminology, 

however in this table they have been removed from presentation.  
39 Note this table does not show current equities being removed and re-added (e.g. Hecla). 
40 An ADR level 2 is the minimum listing requirement for the Nasdaq exchange. 
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While recreating the HUI Index there were two design changes for consistency and due to limited 

readily publicly available information. Both these changes relate to the companies which are 

included as components, where the companies are: 

1. Included with in the market portfolio starting from their NYSE, NYSE American, or 

Nasdaq listing date rather than the date of addition by the index administrators.41 The 

index administrators handle additions and removal decisions per the discretion of a 

secretive committee. 

2. Excluded from the market portfolio due to their delisting or poor equity performance 

namely related to financial duress. Signs included: low traded volume, reported defaults, 

debtor notifications, cease-trading-orders, etc… Poor data availability due to prolonged 

and/or extended sporadic periods of low volume traded (e.g. GSS in October 1999) 

decrease efficiency, meaning it is unlikely that the company is subject to the regular ebb 

and flow of the market. 

These changes allow for a market portfolio which along with the benefits of hindsight: (1) 

includes the holistic ebbs and flows over the life of company such as long-term business trends, 

and (2) a more standardized/transparent approach over a confidential governance committee. It is 

believed that these changes will still capture the overall major multinational gold producer market 

effects and be – if not more, representative of the market for the company analyzed. Whereas the 

importance of a representative market portfolio was emphasized during the literature review in 

Section 2.2.3 for accurate results. 

 

41 For example, Goldcorp is included in the entire analysis, but was added to the HUI Index on 2001-12-17. 
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Figure 16 summarizes the data validation process which was used to collect the equity data and 

company properties for the market portfolio. Several sources are used due to both: (1) the 

Limitations enumerated in Appendix A, and (2) data readily gets lost to the mists of time. 

Properties

(CRSP)

Properties

(Mergent)

Properties

(YCharts)

Equity  Data 

(YCharts)

Equity Data

(Mergent)

Equity Data

(CRSP)

Properties 

(Reconciled)

Equity Data

(Reconciled)

Index Data 

Data 

Reconcilation

Data 

Reconcilation

Data 

Verification

 

Figure 16. Visual depiction of the data validation process for the recreated HUI Index 

Each source has their own strengths and weaknesses, they are briefly enumerated below. Where 

uncertainty still exists, the reconciliation was supplemented with newswires and quarterly reports 

searches. 

1. CRSP is good at equity data separation due to corporate actions (e.g. shell company 

takeovers) especially for historical information on defunct companies; which is critical 

for a historical analysis occurring over more than a decade. However, some 

inconsistencies were encountered with Shares Outstanding data (namely due to the 

convertible ratio for ADRs) and non-American/Canadian companies. Also, CRSP 

updates their information on an infrequent basis, recent equity data can be unavailable for 

multiple months. 
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2. Mergent Online is good at data relating to financial statements, especially for identifying 

ADRs and corporate information on non-American/Canadian companies. Mergent has a 

plethora of historical data – including equity data, with a standardized display leading to 

little ambiguity, however historical equity information can sometimes be incorrect. 

3. YCharts is accurate with active company information – including equity data, as the 

source is designed as a tool for investors. That said, defunct or historical information has 

certain limitations. This source was mainly used for the recent equity data. 

The first step of data reconciliation is performed to ensure consistency amongst equity data, 

including: “Market Closing Bid Price” (Pm), “Company Closing Bid Price” (Pi), Traded Volume” 

(V), dividends, and the intrinsic company properties: trading platform listing date,42 incorporation 

date, average weighted shares outstanding, corporate actions. When data did not match up: (1) 

favoured the numbers which appear in more than one source,  (2) graphed the information versus 

time to see the corresponding trends, and (3) supplemented with further information (e.g. Dow 

Jones Factiva newswire reports, or other data) to decide. In relatively rare cases – amounting to 

1,000 trading days <1 % of the data (namely prior to 2003), if data was not available for a short 

time period (1-2 days) one of the following two steps are taken (and noted in the model): (1) 

interpolated where there are high trading volumes, or (2) previous trading day taken where there 

is low trading volume. All decisions were noted on the model where appropriate. 

The second step, or data verification, is used for settling complications relating to corporate 

actions for calculating the component weightings (W). The M&A corporate actions are shown in 

the Market Portfolio Equities section of Appendix A. 

 

42 Note the initial shares outstanding date (IPO) is established before equity data (listing data). 
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The properties data both verifies the integrity of the equity data and provides context to the data 

for certain decisions. Including mergers and acquisitions of company shares outstanding, 

affecting the market portfolio. Corporate actions and rebalances are handled as outlined by ICE 

Data Indices [99] [100]; however, since this is a retroactive analysis the information is readily 

handled, rather than at quarterly rebalances.43 The importance of this change is magnified due to 

the majority of quarterly reporting periods for HUI Index components being after the rebalance 

date, meaning the information used within the balances is up to 3-months old.  

After the index data is obtained the weightings can be calculated. Note that the HUI Index is a 

modified equal dollar weighted index. Where on the third Friday of the last month of each 

quarter,, companies are ranked based on their Full Market Capitalization (MCAP) and ascribed a 

weighting based on the values as described in Table 7.  

Table 7. Modified equal dollar weighted index, equity weighting data 

Rank (Market Capitalization) Weighting 

1 15 % 

2 15 % 

3 10 % 

4+ 60 % 

 

These weightings are calculated by using the following formula, where n represents the total 

amount of HUI Index components during that time: 

𝑊(𝑖,𝑡)  =
𝑆𝑂𝑈𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑖,𝑡)

∑ 𝑆𝑂𝑈𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐴𝑁𝐷(𝑖,𝑡)
𝑛
𝑖=1

                                                  ( 28 ) 

 

43 Unplanned rebalances by the Governance Committee are also possible if necessary, however they are rare. 

They would be in the event a large unexpected event impacting the index’s ability to represent the market it 

is designed to represent.  
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Then the recreated HUI Index value is calculated per the equation below. Note that this 

methodology slightly differs by the NYSE Index Methodology Guide [100]. For this analysis: (1) 

since the market trend is the objective of the analysis, no predetermined index level is 

initialized,44 and (2) since the information was readily available along with the inclusion and 

exclusion criteria changes, the weights were readily changed rather than quarterly. This had no 

noticeable effect on the results. 

Pm𝑡 = ∑ 𝑊(i,t) ∗ 𝑃𝐶(𝑖,𝑡)

𝑖=𝑛

𝑖=1

                                                        ( 29 ) 

Indexes generally use the divisor approach which uses Market Capitalization (MCAP) to adjust the 

Index Level (L) outside trading hours to maintain continuity during rebalances. 

𝐷𝑖𝑣𝑖𝑠𝑜𝑟 =
∑ 𝑀𝐶𝐴𝑃𝑖

𝑛
𝑖=1

𝐿
                                                          ( 30 ) 

In this analysis the important variable is Market Return (Ωm) – or the percentage change day over 

day, to compare company returns to market returns. By creating a custom model, the divisor 

approach was dropped – optimizing the index methodology and market portfolio accuracy for this 

application, as the return of each equity is directly independently calculated. So long as the first 

day return of new components is initialized to 0 % and the weightings are rebalanced upon index 

changes. This prevents the index from “jumping” when a new equity is added or removed as only 

the equity movements are captured. Some event studies use indexes which perform these two 

extra steps removing some level of accuracy. 

The equation below governs the calculation of the market portfolio return. Note the similarities to 

Section 3.3.1 which outlines the important input parameters for determining abnormal returns. 

 

44 The HUI Index was initialized (1996-05-07) to start at a value of 200. High values are selected as negative 

numbers are not desired for indexes for psychological and metamathematical reasons. 
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The input parameters used for the creation of the reference market are identical except for the 

company subscript, each representing a different major multinational gold producer. 

Ω𝑚𝑡
= ∑ 𝑊(i,t) (

𝑃𝐶(𝑖,𝑡)
− 𝑃𝐶(𝑖−1,𝑡)

𝑃𝐶(𝑖−1,𝑡)

)

𝑖=𝑛

𝑖=1

                                               ( 31 ) 

 

Where if PC(i,t) = 0 then W(i,t) = 0. 

Figure 17 compares the 20-year trends of the historic actual HUI Index to the recreated HUI 

Index. Overall the trends match at a 98 % coefficient of determination, meaning the recreated 

HUI Index accurately captures the important market trends associated with the gold industry for 

this analysis. It is suspected that the higher deviation at the beginning is due to the larger 

associated uncertainty due to time; other sources of deviation are enumerated in the Limitations 

section of Appendix A. With the HUI Index largely validated, the market portfolio was 

customized to better represent the market of the company under analysis. Note, due to the above 

assumptions and since the index trend is what is important, the recreated HUI Index is shown on 

the secondary axis. 
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Figure 17. Actual versus recreated HUI Index closing price equity valuation 

Tangentially, while recreating the index various other models were attempted; including large 

changes such as equal-weighted versus market-capitalization weighted models,45 but also smaller 

changes such as using step-increased weighted average Shares Outstanding. Interestingly, the 

differences between these models was low, implying the weighting system does not have a large 

effect and gold companies appear to be heavily influenced by market-wide factors; meaning the 

gold industry may be a very good fit for event studies.  

3.4.4 HUI’ Index 

Using the recreated HUI Index in Figure 17 as a starting point, the following changes were 

enacted to prepare the market portfolio for the analysis – including standardizing the approach,46 

this market portfolio is referred to as the HUI’ Index: 

 

45 Results are not included herein as a tangent to a tangent deviate’s too far from the original purpose. 
46 The index methodology and criterion have evolved over its existence, currently on version 3. This market 

portfolio is not beholden to historical information or down-stream ramifications like the actual HUI Index. 
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1. Removed the company under analysis – which is a component of the HUI Index, from the 

market portfolio.  

2. Removed the HUI Index components without a registered primary business activity of 

gold (SIC 1041). The company should also be generally recognized as a major 

multinational gold producer.47 

3. Where multiple share classes for a company are HUI Index components, removed the 

class with less volume traded. 

4. Company size – measured by full market capitalization, is prioritized over the unhedged 

criterion due to the findings in Chapter 2. The short-term exposure to gold price isn’t the 

model objective; but rather exposure to corporate disclosures of gold companies. 

Figure 18 compares the recreated HUI Index versus the HUI’ Index. Visually, despite the changes 

outlined above when customizing the market portfolio, the overall trend of the HUI Index is 

essentially unchanged. Indicating the created market portfolio is representative of the HUI Index, 

with a customization towards better representing the major multinational gold producers’ market 

behaviours. This is the resultant market portfolio used within the model to evaluate corporate 

disclosures.  

 

47 This allows co-products and by-products – which are common with gold ores, but requires gold to be the 

focus, unlike FCX whose registered primary business activity is copper (SIC 1021), or WMC (SIC 1099) and 

SSRM (SIC 1044). 
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Figure 18. HUI' Index versus the Recreated HUI Index 

This portfolio allows the isolation of events that set the company above the competition or 

market. Calculating the abnormal return compared to the performance of the market and 

associating that abnormal return with a corresponding event. This customization from the 

recreated HUI Index gives an additional level of accuracy which may be significant for 

understanding the impacts of optional reports. The main difference between the recreated HUI 

Index to the HUI’ Index there was decreasing the maximum trend experienced during the high 

commodity prices period (approximately 2007 to 2012).  
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Results 

 Market Behaviour 

4.1.1 Model Data 

Results were obtained from the custom-built event study model which consolidates the four 

outlined methodologies above. The results can be individually validated whereas an unexpected 

positive event correlates with a positive CAR, this model makes this process simple. 

Table 8 shows the number of news releases within each category after content analysis 

categorization. The first column counts the total documents (NALL) occurring on trading days for 

each category and the second column shows the total amount of events (NEVENT) for each category 

– after documents have been grouped and categorized. One initial evident result is the overall 

high average event sentiment scores (SSEVENT) as calculated in Section 3.1.4, indicating the 

company appear to carefully construct news releases with positive sentiment. 

Table 8. Sample sizes after categorization (news releases only) 

Category NALL NEVENT SSEVENT 

Corporate 243 204 0.893 

Financial 328 266 0.846 

Management 61 37 1.177 

Technical 9 5 0.573 

Production 222 168 0.740 

CSR 134 113 1.160 

T&I 69 56 1.080 

 

Figure 19 provides an overview and context for the results, whereas each point represents one 

document and the associated CAR based on the variable event window for news releases only. 
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These results show the range of values possible within the analysis and illustrate the need for the 

event grouping methodology. Histograms for the categories were created, they showed that the 

events within each categories were normally distributed.

 

Figure 19. CAR distribution for each category to provide context (Table 8, NALL)  

The sentiment score obtained from the news releases were plotted against the CAR values to 

determine if there was an overall relationship between these two variables. As shown in Figure 

20, there was no trends upon plotting all the news releases CAR against sentiment score. 

  

Figure 20. Sentiment score vs CAR (all news releases) 
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Table 9 shows the number of events for each category using all sources. It is typical for news 

releases to be grouped with additional supporting documents with details on SEDAR. However, 

in practice not all documents on SEDAR are accompanied by a news release, and not all news 

releases are on SEDAR; therefore, it is important to consult multiple sources. This table shows 

the number of events after the grouping methodology and exclusion of events with overlapping 

event windows; further it shows the number of significant events (NSIGNIFICANT) in each category 

to a 95 % confidence interval. 

Table 9. Sample sizes after categorization (all sources) 

Category NALL NEVENT NSIGNIFICANT 

Corporate 469  281  78 

Financial 477  320 129 

Management 61  37  7 

Technical 178  10 2 

Production 222  168  57 

CSR 138  115 26 

T&I 69  56  13 

 

Over the period analyzed there was a total of approximately 5,300 days of which 6 % were 

identified as being significant days to a 95 % confidence interval. Over the period of the analysis 

92 % of significant days had an associated event, a very good result due to the imperfect nature of 

event studies, this is attributed to the strong data reconciliation process.48 Table 10 summarizes 

the average CAR for events using a variable event window (CARVARIABLE) and those which were 

deemed significant (CARSIGNIFICANT) per Equation 20. One interesting remark is the ratio of 

significant events to all events, where the CSR and T&I categories – despite being optional and 

 

48 Imperfections range from Problematic Trading Dates, irregular market behavior, and unknown sources. 
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deemed low materiality, were associated with comparable ratios to mandatory disclosure 

categories. 

Table 10. Significant events (95 % confidence interval) as determined by CARs 

Category CARVARIABLE NSIGNIFICANT / NEVENT CARSIGNIFICANT 

Corporate -0.138 % 28 % -0.725 % 

Financial 0.377 % 40 % 0.882 % 

Management -0.444 % 19 % -1.639 % 

Technical 2.136 % 20 % 4.259 % 

Production -0.171 % 34 % -0.277 % 

CSR -0.182 % 22 % -0.318 % 

T&I -0.496 % 23 % -0.594 % 

 

Figure 21 shows a simple typical positive reaction for ARs and CARs on a time-series for a 

significant event. This time series tool was used to evaluate the appropriateness of the event 

window. Note that the dark grey bars represent the AR associated with the day, and the light grey 

section represents the CAR starting from five days prior to the event. This relatively simple 

reaction shows the potential complexity of determining when events end; showing why trading 

volume is significantly less subjective. 
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Figure 21. Tool used to examine market reactions to an event on a time series  

4.1.2 Observations 

Overall using the tool shown in Figure 21 it was found that CARVARIABLE was an appropriate 

methodology for capturing market reactions of different events, where reactions generally 

stabilized with lower trading volumes. Each event has different influencing factors resulting from 

what appears to be multiple investor trading strategies. Below the results – from the tool and 

Table 11, for each category – on average, are enumerated: 

1. Corporate events behave somewhat efficiently, on average the market reacts negatively to 

this category of event over the course of two post-event days. Information appears to be 

factored into the equity price after a relatively medium event window. 

2. Financial events start by behaving efficiently, on average taking one post-event day to 

incorporate the information into stock price and having the second most positive category 

of event. However, this category exhibits complex behaviours, where there appears to be 

a secondary reaction which could be due to different investor trading strategies. This 

ultimately leads to larger positive returns when considering relatively longer event 
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windows eventually converging to a new equity valuation which fully incorporates new 

information. 

3. Management events behave irregularly, on average taking one post-event day and one 

pre-event day to incorporate information. Interestingly, prior to the event positive AR 

precede this category of information release, where then subsequent to the event the 

market reacts negatively. 

4. Technical events require more events to draw inferences, however from preliminary 

information it appears a long event window – and therefore potentially a long horizon 

event study technique, is required for capturing the market reactions to this category of 

event. Additionally, this category not only had the largest positive reaction but saw the 

highest one day instantaneous change in abnormal return. 

5. Production events behave efficiently, on average the AR preceding this category of 

information is neutral. Implying the market over-reacts and under-reacts before the event 

evenly. Subsequent to the event the market on average does not react to this category of 

event. 

6. CSR events behave efficiently, on average the AR associated with these events are 

neural. Overall a rather small reaction is observed. The CSR results are explored further 

in Section 4.2. 

7. T&I events behave irregularly, on average negative AR precede this category of 

information. Interestingly, the market on average reacts the second most positively to this 

category of event, but shortly thereafter the markets return to normal then continue to 

descend. The T&I results are explored further in Section 4.3. 
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Also shown in Table 11 are the average abnormal returns for the day prior to the event (ARPRE) 

These results raise two main takeaways which will be discussed in Chapter 5: (1) event window 

variability, and (2) the implications for irregular behaviour based on the types of reports within 

each category.  

Table 11. CARs associated with each category using various event windows 

Category ARPRE AR(0,0) CAR(0,1) CAR(0,2) CAR(0,3) 

Corporate 0.005 % -0.260 % -0.280 % -0.146 % -0.177 % 

Financial -0.027 % 0.237 % 0.348 % 0.346 % 0.451 % 

Management 0.291 % -0.165 % -0.371 % -0.374 % -0.503 % 

Technical 0.078 % -0.157 % 1.006 % 1.182 % 1.720 % 

Production -0.078 % -0.060 % -0.036 % -0.063 % 0.022 % 

CSR -0.096 % -0.011 % -0.024 % -0.062 % -0.132 % 

T&I -0.295 % 0.184 % 0.088 % -0.293 % -0.172 % 

 

Table 12 provides supplemental information on the trading day preceding events. Shown are the 

associated significant abnormal returns the day prior to the event date (ARPRE,SIG). Some of these 

reactions can be expected – such as for quarterly reports, but there are significant returns 

associated with categories which only have unexpected events such as the Management, T&I, and 

CSR categories which are interestingly the three highest as a ratio.  

Table 12. Abnormal returns and significant events associated with the day prior to the event 

Category ARPRE,SIG NSIG,PRE NSIG,PRE / NSIG 

Corporate 0.480 %  15  19 % 

Financial -0.737 %  26 20 % 

Management 0.938 %  4  57 % 

Technical  -    -    -    

Production -1.153 %  12  21 % 

CSR -0.024 %  6  23 % 

T&I -2.151 %  4  31 % 
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 CSR Case Study 

From Section 4.1 using an event window based on trading volume as an input resulted in no 

observable trend for CSR events on average. Again the time-series tool was used to explore CSR 

events – where a standard CSR event is shown in Figure 22, the results once again indicated that 

immediately upon disclosure the market on average does not show abnormal returns. However 

interestingly the day prior – or for multiple days prior, to the event there were consistent negative 

or near zero abnormal returns. 

 

Figure 22. Times series tool showing the abnormal returns to an example CSR report 

Table 13 explores this average trend over the past three years where the company made several 

CSR reports. This trend of CSR reports not showing abnormal returns is fairly consistent over the 

past 3-years, along with a consistently high sentiment score. Interesting to note are: (1) the 

consistent low returns associated the days prior to the event, and (2) there was no correlation 

between CAR and sentiment score for CSR events, showing a similar trend to Figure 20; both 

these results are more pronounced in T&I events and are explored further in the T&I Case Study. 

Table 13. CSR reports from 2013 to 2018 
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Year ARPRE AR(0,0) N(0,0) SSEVENT 

2016 -0.034 % -0.084 % 24 1.119 

2017 -0.128 % -0.012 % 35 1.123 

2018 -0.111 % 0.061 % 14 1.102 

 

One further application of this custom event model allows the value of individual events to be 

analyzed. Specifically, the attributed increase or decrease in market capitalization to the 

company. While on average CSR reports do not see short window returns there are some 

instances of positive market reactions to CSR events, for example being named to a sustainability 

index which resulted in an increased value of $40 million.49 This application of this valuation is 

further discussed in Section 5.2. 

 T&I Case Study 

As seen above in Section 4.1, T&I events on average are associated with a negative CARVARIABLE. 

Interestingly a relatively large negative AR was associated with T&I events prior to the event. 

Using the time-series tool – where a standard T&I event is shown in Figure 23, these trends were 

further explored. The results showed prior to the event consistent negative or low equity 

movements, then the series being momentarily positively interrupted by the T&I event, then the 

negative trend resuming thereafter for a varying amount of days. These results indicate the 

optional reports are being used as a form of corporate strategy, this is discussed in Section 5.2  

 

49 This assumes a company market capitalization of approximately $10 billion, which is a low estimate. 
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Figure 23. Times series tool showing the abnormal returns to an example T&I report 

It was mentioned in the previous section that the value of individual events could be calculated. 

In this circumstance the average abnormal return for a T&I event equates to roughly a $30 million 

market capitalization valuation change for a major multinational gold production company.50 

Given the number of T&I events in this analysis this results in an approximately $2 billion 

positive change in market capitalization. The applicability of this valuation is further discussed in 

Section 5.2. 

Unlike Figure 20, extracting the relationship between T&I events and sentiment score 

interestingly shows a positive correlation between sentiment score and AR (+1.12 % AR per 

sentiment score). Albeit this relationship is very weak (R2 = 10 %) low coefficient of 

determination scores are not unexpected when dealing with the social studies involving human 

elements. That said, the language of these reports may be too complex for a lexicon-based 

 

50 This again assumes a company market capitalization of approximately $10 billion, which is a low estimate. 
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approach – despite the word vectors and other technologies employed, therefore this result is only 

briefly explored and used as a supplement within the discussion.  
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Discussion 

 Event Studies Observations 

RO1: Does the employed event study methodology appear to accurately encapsulate the market 

behaviours for the company under analysis? 

The results are presented in the context of an entire company, this means the discussion is 

focused on pragmatic solutions; to extrapolate meaningful significance to a market, more 

companies need to be analyzed. This section discusses whether the methodologies used in this 

model are indicative of being appropriate to be applied for a wide-scale analysis, namely by 

taking a retrospective look at the following processes: (1) CAR category results relative to other 

studies, (2) a trading volume rules-based approach to the event window, and (3) grouping 

documents based on filing type into events. 

1. As discussed earlier, relatively limited econometric analyses have been performed on the 

mining industry; so, the results are contrasted to Neuhieral’s general work which 

categorized events similarly. It was found the average CARs for this gold mining 

company are overall comparable to the general case but have a narrower CAR 

distribution [4]. Meaning, despite the additional uncertainty typically associated with 

primary resource industries, this major multinational gold producer, upon an event 

experiences abnormal returns closer to the market average. Further discussion on this 

observation requires additional research but may indicate the market reacts less intensely 

to gold company specific events. It should be noted, the models are different between 

these analyses but, model parameters appropriate for one company or industry may not be 

appropriate for others. A concept further explored in subsequent sections of this 

discussion. 
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2. Per section 2.2.1 using rules to inform event window length is an area of study lacking a 

robust scientific consensus, and very few papers employ these rules. But from review of 

the results – including using the time series tool, the trading volume-based rule was found 

to be a good fit for most categories herein, while offering a consistent approach for 

capturing the impacts of different events. For as theorized in the literature review: (1) 

more substantive open-ended disclosures (e.g. NI 43-101F1) with underlying or 

downstream implications had relatively higher volume traded, resulting in larger event 

windows,51 and (2) the event window tightened over the years, whereas the event window 

on average decreased by 10 % from 1998 compared to 2018.52 Meaning retrospectively a 

rules-based variable event window seems more appropriate than a static one in capturing 

market reactions for this particular company (potentially for the industry in whole); 

especially for analyses spanning years, as the underlying systems experience 

technological change. There are many simple to complex financial factors not considered 

by the model inputs – exploring additional rules, including for example document length 

namely for post-event windows may further enhance the model. Again, model parameters 

appropriate for one company/industry may not be appropriate for others. To draw 

meaningful results from event studies the underlying data and nuance needs to be 

understood – making market level event studies onerous, for if the data is not valid at the 

company level it is invalid at the market level. In contrast to some literature 

methodologies, event study parameters should not be unilaterally applied across 

industries, in order to properly capture the different market impacts as a result of the 

myriads of trading strategies; in this case the HUI Index. 

 

51 While small information releases (e.g. binary decision announcements) often had small event windows. 
52 An improvement suspected from technologies – namely electronic document retrieval systems. 
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3. In terms of the event methodology, if no grouping had been performed and each 

disclosure was treated as individual events, the number of events would have been 

reduced by up to 65 % due to event overlap. Unlike other event studies the grouping logic 

is established within the SEDAR Filing Guide; only removing conflicting events based 

on filing type to avoid subjective bias, therefore avoiding: (1) grouping disclosures into 

events arbitrarily, (2) excluding non-conflicting big events, and (3) categorizing events 

incorrectly. For example, while one to three documents are typically associated with 

events there are large events with more than 30 documents and determining relatedness 

and rules can become difficult.  

This analysis integrates the four methodologies into a single model, providing a more holistic 

view of disclosure impacts. By automating the process through a custom model – with manual 

revision where appropriate, it allowed the other model factors to be readily accounted for (trading 

volume, event window length, conflicting events). Further unlike some other event studies, an 

HUI’ Index was created which offered a stronger market portfolio for comparison. All together it 

is believed the combination of including all disclosures, event grouping with the SEDAR Filing 

Guide, and using a trading volume rules-based approach gave a logical representation of market 

reactions to the company under analysis, especially since 92 % of significant trading days were 

captured.  

RO2: Are the event categorizations appropriate for analyzing the effects of disclosures? 

After analyzing these categories did market behaviours demonstrate an equal playing field 

for investors? 

The categorizations were appropriate to provide a sense of scale and context to the results. Other 

obscure benchmarks – such as individual National Instruments (e.g. investment prospectuses), are 

firstly less understood by the average reader and secondly if the categories are too specific there 

are certain characteristic reactions which could misinform the results. By categorizing events 
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appropriately, market trends for certain types of information could be examined. Then upon 

irregularities being found, it is possible to deduce profitable trading strategies. The 

appropriateness is further evaluated based on two metrics: (1) how further insights from other 

categories would be determined from this analysis, and (2) the insights possible from this 

analysis. 

1. While the categories simply served to provide context to the results, further 

subcategorization based on historical company forecasts by the market could yield 

additional insights for expected events. However, this subjective data is difficult to 

quantify and obtain historically, in the future with the current better data analysis and 

storage, positive/negative events subcategorization relative to their forecasted impacts 

could be viable. It is for this reason the CARs are presented as an average within the 

results, as expected events can incorporate reactions prior to the expected announcement. 

The pre-reactions can be either over or underestimated within the market; it depends on 

trading strategy employed by the investor. Despite this complication the average CAR is 

still an effective metric as there exists copious trading strategies, and the results showed 

unexpected events accounted for 74 % of the news releases within the dataset. 

2. The results herein show interesting behaviours, especially for informing a trading 

strategy. That said, the relationships explored are imperfectly modeled as in reality there 

are incalculable amounts of trading strategies, but they share a commonality of short-term 

profits. Overall the market behaviours based on the categorizations were mostly 

representative of an equal playing field for investors. Where for example, the financial 

category – despite the innumerable and sometimes irrational trading strategies, 

experienced a zero average abnormal return preceding events. However, this was not 
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equally seen across all the other categories – namely Management and T&I events, which 

indicated irregular or complex market behaviours which is discussed later.  

 Corporate Strategy Implications 

RO3: Relative to other mandatory disclosures, econometrically do financial shareholders 

ascribe a value to ongoing disclosures relating to CSR and/or T&I? If so, what is the general 

expected return for an investor when these disclosures are made? 

From the dataset, CSR and T&I events were determined to correspond with significant equity 

fluctuations approximately 22 % and 23 % of the time respectively, as shown in Table 10. As a 

comparison, Financial events – which was the most popular reason, was determined to 

significantly impact equity prices approximately 40 % of the time. Meaning, irrespective of the 

direction – or directions, the market appears to be abnormally reacting on dates coinciding with 

the event window of these information releases (without other conflicting events discovered); 

when considering both traded volume and equity price.  

When applying the trading-rule approach to event windows both the CSR and T&I categories 

have a negative CAR; relatively speaking -0.3 and -0.6 the average reaction of a Financial event 

respectively. However, there were several observations which prompted further analysis into the 

nuance of these results: (1) irregular market behaviours for certain categories, (2) turbulent 

volume traded surrounding optional reports, (3) very high sentiment scores associated with 

optional reports, and (4) optional reports are typically positive events which have no time 

disclosure restrictions. 

RO4: Based on the econometric financial impacts of these optional reports on a time-series, 

what are the implications in terms of corporate strategy? 

Irregular behaviours for mainly two categories (Management and T&I) prompted further analysis. 

Specifically, when the abnormal returns associated with these types of events began. For both 
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these categories – and to a lesser degree CSR too, there was consistently sizeable abnormal 

returns (or stagnant equity valuation) the day(s) before the event, then on the event day a 

pronounced inverse reaction. On average this difference was: -0.456 % and +0.479 % for each 

category respectively, which on the event day is the most volatile instantaneous change for any 

category. These implications for T&I are discussed below and Management implications are 

discussed later in Section 5.3; but note the key differences between these two categories: (1) 

management events have prescribed announcement timeframes, and (2) the positivity is relatively 

more subjective. 

Upon looking at the returns associated with T&I events on a time-series, it is suspected that 

optional reports are a form of corporate strategy. Where the corporate strategy is meant to 

mitigate impacts sustained from competitors outperforming the company by inputting overtly 

positive information into the market. Meaning since there is no other associated company event, 

these events are designed to attract attention during company latent times, causing a transient 

positive effect. This is also supported by looking at the sentiment scores, whereas the T&I events 

were on average approximately 30 % more positive than other categories (e.g. Financial, 

Corporate, or Production). Indicating these reports capitalize on an immediate positive investor 

reaction to future potential large cost-savings resulting from technologies and innovations. While 

these returns appear to correct back to the original levels – signifying no new information was 

incorporated into the price, it is incalculable if by constantly disseminating positive information 

to the marketplace the mean reversion is gradually increased over time. If the mean reversion 

does gradually increase this would imply equity valuation can be disjointed from tangible 

information due to trading strategies. 
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This prompted further investigation into the CSR events, to understand if similar behaviours are 

observed for other – arguably more tangible,53 optional reports. Upon looking at the returns 

associated with CSR events on a time-series, the characteristic sizeable abnormal return (albeit at 

a smaller magnitude) preceding events was present; indicating CSR events are also being used for 

the corporate strategy. Like T&I events, CSR events are usually positive events; however, unlike 

T&I events on average the market had a negligible reaction. Meaning that investors extrinsically 

value potential future cost-savings resulting from T&I on a short-window basis, but not for CSR. 

This “future cost-savings” resulting in “short-window value” relationship for both T&I and CSR 

is further explored in the subsequent two research questions. 

RO5: Social researchers advocate for the long-term benefits of CSR: based on the case study 

what are the econometric implications for CSR events? 

As indicated above, the potential long-term benefits of CSR are not valued on a short-window 

basis. Unless returns are occurring outside the event window – theorized to be possible in 

tangential literature by Hillmer and Yu [65], then there is no economic value placed on CSR 

events by investors. Meaning short-window event studies may not accurately capture the full 

economic impact of complex strategic actions [58], as: (1) time elapses between the event and it 

being publicly reported, and/or (2) the events possess a different sort of complexity than 

traditional events.  

1. The time elapse explanation where the market has already fully incorporated the event 

information into the equity price prior to the event date is a weak explanation. Firstly, it is 

unlikely the information was widely spread to the investing public and incorporated into 

 

53A good company-community relationship has tangible benefits, mainly as it pertains to minimizing risks of 

community outrage or protest and providing local resources such as workers and more. 
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market without crossing the Factiva sources. Secondly, T&I events have similar flexible 

reporting parameters and saw immediate effects on equity valuation. 

2. The complexity explanation theorized by Davis as: “Some socially responsible business 

decisions can be justified by a long, complicated process of reasoning as having a good 

chance of bringing long-run economic gain to the firm” [101], is also a weak explanation. 

Despite the complexities associated with T&I, they similar to CSR result in positive 

branding with promises of future cost-savings but, are dissimilar to CSR as they result in 

short-term returns. 

An alternative explanation suggested by these results is investors simply do not economically 

value CSR events. Interestingly relative to T&I events, CSR events experience an order of 

magnitude (x10) less news coverage as seen in Figure 24. Indicating T&I events are picked up by 

secondary sources more than CSR events, which implies due to the lack of widespread 

dissemination CSR events experience lower trading volumes and therefore smaller impacts than 

T&I events. Of course, the main exception being when actionable information was presented (e.g. 

community-community relations resulting in production problems). The favourable public 

sentiment is discussed further later. 
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Figure 24. Relative CSR and T&I media impacts (Figure 1 restated without secondary axis) 

This difference in coverage of optional reports could be the result of a lack of trust in CSR 

integrity as it relates to the fulfillment of stakeholder theory. As literature for some the extractive 

sector claims: while at the corporate or strategic level stakeholder-responsive behaviours increase, 

the behaviours do not translate downstream [102]. However – while potentially true, since equity 

prices are based on the perception of the company within the market, a simpler explanation is 

CSR is not as glamourous as other trending categories and are of less interest to investors or the 

public.54 This is suggested as historically the mining industry has experienced higher risks and 

impacts over poor community relations than over technology implementations falling short, as 

explored in the subsequent section.  

RO6: Certain industry executives advocate for the long-term value of T&I: based on the case 

study what are the econometric implications for T&I events? Contrast the reactions from CSR 

events to T&I events. 

As indicated above, the potential long-term benefits of T&I are valued on a short-window basis. 

This result is further explored in the context of: (1) the cyclical nature of the mining industry 

 

54 T&I events are a sort of microcosm of the larger current mainstream hot topics.  
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along with historical T&I behaviours, and (2) the short-term valuation of long-term goals set-out 

by optional reports. From these two observations the concept of a dichotomy existing between 

investors and other stakeholders when it comes to CSR is then introduced. 

1. The aforementioned genesis of this research was partially the uptick in industry 

importance placed on T&I along with the technological dogmatism. Historically, similar 

behaviours were observed such as in the 1980’s with the: HDRK Consortium, Inco 

Mining Automation Project (IncoMAP), and Rio Tinto Mechanical Excavation. 

Thereafter, several of these professed automation leaders (Inco, Noranda, Potash Corp, 

Mount ISA Mines, Pasminco), underwent a period of M&A [103]. Whereas now none of 

the aforementioned companies currently exist in their original forms; leading into 2019, 

similar behaviours are being seen again. This analysis saw T&I and CSR events 

decreased in frequency by 50 % in 2018 and then corporate strategy shift from 

technological revolution towards mergers and acquisitions along with asset consolidation. 

These behaviours appear to inversely follow the commodity price super-cycles [104], 

whereas namely T&I events, are used as an attempted silver-bullet remedy. The 

magnitude of the reactions associated with these events is therefore concerning since last 

time there were arguably minute tangible outcomes from these aforementioned projects. 

A historical perspective would indicate a similar future outcome, regardless investors 

apparently are reacting positively, and the cycle will continue. Meaning major 

multinational gold producers will continue to purchase intermediate or junior mining 

companies with well-run operations to secure their project pipeline, sell off problematic 

assets to other companies who can afford the project the attention required to return the 

project to a state of success.  
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2. CSR advocates recognize both: (1) the downstream operational benefits, and (2) the 

compounding ramifications the longer a problem is left undealt with, commonly citing 

the mining industry as case studies (see Faro Mine, Yukon). While the mining industry is 

not perfect, it has heeded advice of advocates and improvements to community-company 

relationships have materialized [105]. However, based on the results herein and with the 

increasing social requirements, it appears as if the most productive next step lies with 

investors recognizing CSR events comparably to T&I events, such that a company is 

empowered financially to do more. The difficulty is investors are removed from the 

environment; investor tools (including this econometric model) create a divide between 

operations and investment decisions as a result of removing a level of detail. 

What is concerning are the indicated short-window econometric differences in CSR and T&I 

events; investors continue to value T&I events on a short-window (despite outcomes historically 

falling short) but not long-term positive company-community relationships. A dichotomous 

viewpoint on CSR compared to the value placed by communities, companies, and academics. 

This leads to an irreconcilable problem where publicly traded mining companies are legally 

mandated to maximize returns for shareholders, protect the environment, consult with 

stakeholders including communities, and more. Historically the “solution” was to pay later; 

currently the “solution” is one of optimization. However, the efficacy of either solution is 

arguable as growing uncertainties (e.g. technical,55 social,56 financial,57 and political58) – some 

unique to primary industries, translate to additional risks, complexities, and costs. 

 

55 Mines are: (1) in-situ within uncontrolled remote engineering environments with highly variable inputs, 

and (2) green-field sites are becoming more remote and of lower grade [145]. 
56 A growing “not-in-my-backyard” attitudes further restricting mine site developments [25]. 
57 According to the KPMG the biggest threat to the Canadian mining industry is access to capital [144]. 
58 Relationships between jurisdictions is convoluted, this is compounded by orebodies indiscriminately 

crossing federal and provincial lines.  
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RO7: From the corporate strategy and short-term market performance findings, what are 

pragmatic steps towards improving communication between the various stakeholders within 

the mining industry? 

While these aforementioned uncertainties can be mitigated through technology advances 

appropriate to the context [106], there are two more pragmatic suggestions. Firstly, clarifying 

disjoints between securities legislation and the end-user systems as explored later in Section 5.3. 

Secondly, using information tools such as this econometric model to increase communication 

between stakeholders as explored in the next paragraph. 

There are three main stakeholders, each with different ways to communicate: (1) technical people 

through risk, (2) financial people through numbers, and (3) social people through community 

impacts. The technical people are in the middle and have a duty to communicate the uncertainties 

between each stakeholder. This model can be applied to bridge the communication barrier 

between social and financial persons (e.g. company boards), by contextualizing financial value 

associated with certain events. For example, while the average value on CSR events was low and 

conflated with other corporate strategies, there was some positive CSR short-window effects such 

as the $40M valuation increase. A similar technique was applied for reducing injuries and 

fatalities in occupational health and safety [107], where assigning a monetary value to human 

lives made people take health and safety more seriously. While both personal safety and 

community relations are invaluable, for someone who isn’t apart of the community or directly 

impacted it is difficult to contextualize. Contextualizing the value of a poor relationship or events 

related to the social license to operate through a holistic analysis tool may have similarly positive 

impacts.  

RO8: How do sentiment scores impact events within the study? Do they appear to be apart of 

the aforementioned corporate strategy and short-term market performance findings? 
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Overall the sentiment scores for each category were very high; with most news releases being 

classified as positive. This indicates that news releases are carefully constructed to ensure they 

are being subjectively positively viewed. Some day trading strategies of financial institutions 

include live-feed tools and more advanced versions of technologies implemented herein to obtain 

split second advantages.59 So, even though the composition of trades made by automatic trading 

devices is unknown (and therefore the degree of human versus technological element in trading 

strategies is unknown) increasing the amount of positive news releases beyond the minimum 

requirements prescribed by legislation is a smart corporate strategy. In this dataset approximately 

87 % of events were associated with a news release,60 and events associated with a news release 

were significant 37 % of the time, compared to events without a news release at only 26 %, 

implying news releases are effective ways of gathering attention. 

While based on the previous discussions the market reactions to news releases may not be 

sensible, the results indicate that trending topics (i.e. T&I) had positive effects on the equity 

valuation, due to positive public branding which resulted in higher news coverage. As seen in 

Chapter 4, the positive correlation with sentiment score and AR for only T&I events (and not 

CSR events) lends further credence to the theory that these reports are a form of corporate 

strategy. Indicating some of the myriads of trading strategies are being influenced by events with 

high positive sentiment and high news coverage. While this observation is undoubtedly nuanced, 

it appears two main important factors include: (1) positive sentiment, and (2) higher news 

coverage. Tangentially this may present a future problem for the high-risk mining industry when 

you consider T&I events with arguably no to limited information are impacting equity valuations 

through publicity. On average technical events had the lowest average sentiment score at 

approximately 40 % below the average. If these trading strategies become more reliant on public 

 

59Beyond technologies, infrastructure upgrades also enhance abilities to rapidly analyze disclosures [148]. 
60 Recall herein a News Release includes both those filed on SEDAR and those with newswires. 
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sentiment, it may become problematic for events with complex failure modes/mechanisms and/or 

underlying engineering model assumptions which cannot be adequately positively communicated 

through headlines or a picture of a tailings dam failure.  

 Regulatory Analysis 

RO9: Based on the econometric analysis do mandatory disclosures result in intuitive equity 

behaviour? Is the investor afforded sufficient protections (e.g. insider trading, premature 

information disclosure)? What are pragmatic solutions for the securities commissions? 

As indicated in Section 5.1 the mandatory disclosure results are intuitive; generally unexpected 

positive and negative events are met with corresponding intuitive reactions. For example, 

corporate events such as litigation resulted in negative reactions. That said there are irregularities 

or analysis imperfections, which is reflective of the imperfect real-world. One pronounced 

example includes the relatively high average positive abnormal returns associated with the 

management category prior to the event date. 

It is believed this irregularity is due to the relatively small size and close-knit relationships 

characterizing the mining industry. Social events (e.g. conferences) are a well-known concern for 

selective disclosure, and it is expected that events with significant human elements (i.e. 

management category) are no different. Another compounding factor are these management 

changes occur over a relatively longer time period, creating a larger potential for selective 

disclosure. It is suspected if the technical category had more events similar results would be 

expected due to the nature of these events (see NI 43-101F1). These types of behaviours have 

been noted to occur in other industries, such as for FDA rulings in the pharmaceutical industry 

[4]. Meaning while management events indicated irregular behaviours, relative to other industries 

and given the nature of that information, the solution may not be practical. However, while some 

of these irregular behaviours are inevitable within the system; the risks could be better qualified 

within the regulatory framework as discussed later.  
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That said, in addition to translating social value to financial value, this tool can be integrated with 

the “Document Analysis” part of the SEDAR acronym by regulators. By identifying days 

surrounding events with anomalous trading behaviours, improvements to system shortcomings 

can be targeted. Or it can be adapted such that if there is no event – or the abnormal return for the 

associated event deviates substantially by the average, the trading day can be automatically 

flagged such that the day trades can be reviewed by regulators. Both would create fairer 

marketplaces and would be easy to integrate as one of the design criteria was to align with 

SEDAR systems. Future work could include integration whether with regulatory or industry 

applications, this model serves as a proof-of-concept.  

RO10: Based on the econometric analysis do optional disclosures correspond with intuitive 

equity behaviour? Is the investor afforded sufficient protections (e.g. insider trading, 

premature information disclosure)? What are pragmatic solutions for the securities 

commissions? 

As indicated in Section 5.2 the optional disclosure results are slightly counter-intuitive, as long-

term benefits are recognized on a short window for T&I events but not CSR events. Given this 

information regulators need to decide whether there exists a “harm to investors”. Historically 

CSA members have actioned issuers on similar issues with related outcomes (e.g. mass 

advertising inserting overtly positive marketplace information) [108]. Based on precedent the 

possible courses of action if the CSA decides harm to investors exists are the following mitigating 

actions: 

1. Currently all marketing materials for prospectuses materials need to be filed on SEDAR, 

this allows the consolidation of information which is valuable for investors. Similar 

requirements could exist for social events (e.g. conferences), where consideration could 

be given to requiring news releases – including optional, to be available on websites or 

social media, which again would be valuable for remote investors. This would in line 
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with relatively recent changes to SEC Regulation FD [109] and NP 51-201 expectations 

where it states: “As technology evolves and as more investors gain access to the Internet, 

it may be that postings to certain [company websites] alone could satisfy the ‘generally 

disclosed’ requirement.” 

2. The most likely action is that the commission would publish guidelines on the topic in the 

form of a CSA Notice which effectively changes the rules without having to alter the 

National Instrument. However, the last time the relevant guiding policy (NP 51-201) was 

updated was in May 2013, prior to the beginning of this reporting trend. Meaning, the 

effectiveness of this method is debatable, the shortcomings along with a solution are 

discussed in the subsequent research objective.  

RO11: Are the guiding documents in place sufficient in the context of guidance, roles, 

responsibilities, legibility, and comprehension by the average qualified person both for the 

investor and company? 

 

The systems in place are believed to be insufficient to ensure that issuers and investors 

understand how to properly orient themselves and understand the capital markets system. For 

example, the OSC has issued multiple messages in the past outlining the common inadequacies 

associated with several registered companies (see Appendix B). Also, if multiple Chief 

Compliance Officers can not figure it out [110], it is further likely the people implicated in 

policies do not have the wherewithal to understand, indicating a design problem; leading to the 

high CSA non-compliance rate as outlined in Chapter 1. This will be discussed through two 

observations: (1) delegated legislation including supplementary guidelines, and (2) Limitations 

encountered during the analysis.  

1. Delegated legislation is a complex and controversial topic [111]. Put simply, National 

Instruments promulgate the formal rules, but the formal rules are written vaguely enough 
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that supplementary documents (e.g. policies or notices) act as informal rules or 

guidelines, particularly for grey-areas [13]. These supplementary documents accumulate 

as problems are encountered, becoming problematic as there does not exist proper cross-

referencing within the index system and the scale can become unmanageable (see ON 11-

739 Table of Concordance) leading to unclear expectations. Two further compounding 

factors are: (1) scope, and (2) consolidated rulesets. Firstly, beyond the securities 

commissions other regulatory bodies impose additional requirements causing non-

harmonized systems and encroachment [112]. Secondly, the absence of official 

consolidated rulesets creates not only a barrier to entry but confusion about what is 

allowed and what is not. 

2. Outlined in Appendix B are 14 Limitations with supporting examples encountered over 

the course of this analysis: the supporting examples illustrate a disjoint between policy 

and application. These filing structure inconsistencies are not unexpected when you have 

+900 different document types for mandatory filings. For context, only 51 % of the 

document types studied herein appeared in at least one of three other major multinational 

gold disclosure exhibiting similar properties (e.g. incorporation place, jurisdiction, 

exchange listing, operations). Meaning similar companies are disclosing similar 

information under multiple different document types, sometimes under entirely different 

filing types presenting a problem for event grouping. The standardization of data 

structures is especially important for creating programmable systems. 

To mitigate comprehension problems by the average person and to create better practices by 

reducing some external uncertainties with mining, the following will be discussed: (1) readily 

providing official consolidated versions of National Instruments, and (2) displaying governing 

rules appropriately. 
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1. Currently there are at least five sources where different versions – with different formats 

and varying degrees of completeness,61 of these rules readily publicly available (AMF, 

OSC, ASC, BCSC, BC Government e-Laws). To avoid the problems as outlined in 

Appendix B; an established sole authority should be solely responsible for providing 

current consolidated versions of National Instruments. Similar to how the Alberta 

Securities Commission has solely operated SEDAR since December 2013 [113].  

2. In February 1999 the CSA stated: “free and ready access to publicly available 

information regarding reporting issuers remains fundamental to the efficient operation of 

capital markets” [28]. Currently consolidated rules are either infrequently updated or 

available through purchase [114]. In order for market participants and issuers to properly 

orient themselves, the rules need to be available and understood by the general public. 

HTML-enabled official consolidated National Instruments and other related documents 

would allow for effective cross-referencing within: the current index system, the SEDAR 

Filing system, materials incorporated by reference, and historical versions. Additionally, 

this would lead to: (1) consistent standards, conventions, definitions, and names across 

documents and systems, (2) reduced repetition between rules, (3) clearer legal and 

disclosure requirements for issuers, (4) cleaner programming for grouping and 

categorization, (5) version history control,  and (6) higher compliance through holistic 

understanding of securities rules and their associated context/guidelines. 

The advantage of delegated legislation is that friendly changes can occur on a condensed 

timeframe. These initiatives may be more feasible after the 2018-11-09 ruling making a Federal 

Securities Regulator constitutional, which amongst many things will further harmonize systems 

 

61 Consolidations are irregularly published by the governing bodies, and upon publication they are labeled as 

unofficial. Creating an unnecessary barrier to entry for the average individual to under securities rules. 
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and enhance communication country-wide according to a 2012 report by the Parliament of 

Canada [115]. 

 Limitations 

The first list of limitations is provided below, these are general limitations directly related to the 

employed methodology. Note this methodology relies upon information systems which arise from 

a variety of regulations, some of the limitations are critical of these current regulatory systems. 

This critique should not detract from the immense contribution of these systems in creating an 

even field of competition for investors. 

1. Reporting practices for most companies lead to large information disclosures condensed 

around quarterly milestones. Leading to periods with a high density of conflicting events, 

meaning several large events were excluded. 

2. Standard limitation associated with most statistical research: causality cannot be ascribed 

to tested relationships. 

3. The results for this analysis are limited to a single company within the gold sub-industry 

to ensure the applicability of the method. Further analysis should take place to note 

whether the impacts are simply company-wide, industry-wide, or market-wide. In this 

case wide-spread applicability was sacrificed for accuracy. Over or under reactions are 

likely as the law of large numbers does not apply. 

4. While recreating the HUI Index there were certain inconsistencies encountered. Whether 

due to human error or updates to the official index methodology (currently on version 3) 

they are provided within Limitations of Appendix A for transparency. Generally, when 

appropriate these Limitations were addressed with the HUI’ Index herein.  
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5. Econometric analyses are only as good as the underlying data. For example, there are 

complications such as ADR conversion ratios which are commonly mishandled, or the 

historic data quality in the early years was somewhat problematic. These problems are 

largely suspected to be the result of evolving technologies, changing data storage 

structures, wrongful data consolidation/attribution, mergers/acquisitions of equities or 

trading platforms, and human error. Generally, these Limitations are were mitigated 

through the Market Portfolio methodology.  

The second list is presented below, these are specific Limitations which mainly refer to the rules 

section of the methodology. These are related to the anecdotal experiences – outlined in 

Appendix B, encountered over the analysis. They are provided below to improve the overarching 

design principle of SEDAR which is to create a fair “playing-field” for the investor:  

1. Despite the Policy Reformulation Project remnants of the previous systems still exist. 

These inconsistent extant rules create a barrier to entry as the marketplace rules are not 

readily understood (redundancies, miscellanies) leading to more than just the 921 unique 

document types. In this analysis 22 % of the document types did not appear on the 

SEDAR Filing Guide. Meaning in some cases, grouping was performed based on the best 

information available (document contents and context surrounding the event). 

2. Around January 2001 document types and filing types were introduced without explicit 

governing rule references within their titles [116] [117].62 Further some governing rules 

were not even discoverable after Boolean searches on a repository containing all the rules 

(due to poor naming standards63). Meaning in some cases, categorization was performed 

 

62 For example, alternative monthly reports rely on NI 61-103 (4.1) despite not being referenced [146]. 
63 Suspected to be the result of multiple authors; important for optics and investor confidence. 
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based on the best information available. This was usually problematic for: (1) document 

types or filing types with multiple rules, and (2) defunct document types or filing types. 

3. Related to the above two points, the SEDAR filing types, filing subtypes, and document 

types has inconsistent document tree structure standards, where certain document types 

are classified as filing types and vice-versa. Meaning the grouping of certain documents 

into events needed to be adjusted.  

4. Due to dissonance between rules and systems there are some minor inconsistencies (e.g. 

structure, terminology, formatting, collation, orthography) impacting legibility, querying, 

and certain automated systems. While some of the inconsistencies are pedantic, accuracy 

is important. For example, lexical nuance of single characters has historically had 

tremendous consequences [118] [119] [120], from both legal and programming 

perspectives. This is especially important for the financial sector due to the stakes. 

Generally, these inconsistencies required small manual adjustments. 

5. There are certain smaller limitations encountered which are mentioned sporadically 

throughout the paper. These are not restated as their significance is lower compared to the 

other limitations mentioned herein and are largely mitigated through the existing 

methodologies.  
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Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

 Primary Contributions 

An econometric event study was implemented which calculated the abnormal returns of various 

corporate disclosures experienced by a major multinational gold producer. This research 

established a consistent event definition and rigorous categorization process, which through logic 

Boolean operators both non-subjectively removed overlapping events and allowed a rules-based 

approach to event window length to be successfully implemented. These results were explored 

within the context of the mining industry, providing economic insights to otherwise 

immeasurable events such as CSR and T&I. The focus was on CSR and T&I events as an 

empirical review of media sources showed a pronounced increase in this form of reporting since 

2013. These primary contributions are explicitly listed below. 

1. Based on the review of the mandatory disclosures from a Canadian major multinational 

gold producer, specific recommendations were generated for increasing the 

understanding the operational framework. These recommendations arise from the 

limitations encountered and learning about the regulatory systems; they aim to reduce: (1) 

barriers to entry for new capital markets participants through further standardization, (2) 

external uncertainties in high-risk industries resulting from easier access to rules, and (3) 

non-compliance with regulators through clearer systems.  

2. Built a model representation of the major multinational gold producers, this model is the 

basis for the event study tool in analyzing abnormal returns. Currently this tool is 

implemented in excel but it can easily be ported.  
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3. Developed a custom-built event study tool which was capable of automatically and 

objectively: (1) grouping disclosures into events given logic operators derived from the 

SEDAR Filing Guide, and (2) categorizing events into categories given the guiding rules. 

The custom tool also integrated: (1) a rules-based approach to event windows, and (2) a 

market portfolio allowing the streamlined calculation of event study parameters. 

4. The custom-built event study tool was applied to analyze a single major multinational 

gold producing company so that the abnormal returns surrounding each individual event 

could be calculated. From these abnormal returns, the impact of certain events can be 

better quantified and communicated between persons of various backgrounds (e.g. 

financial, social). This has applications for investors, company boards, social researchers, 

and regulatory agencies. For example: 

a. High abnormal return on previous days may indicate high levels of insider 

trading, the tool could flag these behaviours for review by regulators. Collecting 

this data over the long-term could be used to evaluate various trading platforms 

and scrutinize irregularities. Including quantifying the amount of “information 

leakage” (i.e. pre-event days) needed to capture the entirety of market reaction to 

an event, or to identify and visualize anomalous behaviours. Alternatively, this 

can evaluate the effectiveness of rules and evaluate whether further refinement or 

enforcement is required. 

b. A board of directors can readily adapt this as a corporate governance tool to their 

company such that they can receive financial feedback on company events and 

announcements. Future decisions could be based on historic insights into the 

effectiveness and results of certain corporate actions (i.e. to minimax events). 
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Using internal information, the returns (and thereby value) associated with 

qualitative events/categories (e.g. the social license to operate) can be quantified. 

c. In the event of libel of a major multinational gold producer, the econometric 

effect the event instance had on the value of the company can be quantified. 

 Research Outcomes 

A comprehensive event study analysis of a major multinational gold producer was performed to 

determine the various impacts of a variety of events. This analysis used both regulatory and 

commercial databases to create this comprehensive set of events, then integrated regulatory 

information, econometric techniques, and natural language processing to contextualize the results. 

These research outcomes are listed below. 

1. Established that the HUI Index and major multinational gold producers were suitable for 

event study analysis; in total 92 % of the trading days with significant returns were 

associated with an event. Equity valuation seemed to be heavily linked to market factors 

meaning a representative market portfolio could be modeled. 

2. Demonstrated that the company exhibited complex market behaviours, across categories 

and time. This indicates that event study parameters should not be unilaterally applied but 

should be calibrated on an individual company basis, or if not possible on an individual 

industry basis. For example, volume-traded was an effective rule for determining event 

window length for mandatory disclosures contrary to some literature. This custom-built 

event study model allows for flexible customization. 

3. Established a baseline for the typical returns associated with certain types of events. 

Events included those which were both mandatory and optional to report, the results 

showed optional reports – especially T&I events, had an impact on equity performance. 
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4. Demonstrated that management events exhibit higher levels of anomalous trading 

behaviours compared to other categories. The behaviour was suspected to be the result of 

early information release due to the human element associated with the nature of the 

information; in certain circumstances some individuals privy to early information could 

be unfairly profiting as a result. 

5. Investigated the impact of CSR and T&I events through comparisons to other more 

tangibly understood categories such as Financial events. Determined that T&I and CSR 

events are typically disclosed following periods of poor company performance relative to 

the market, as a form of corporate strategy. The corporate strategy aims to mitigate 

against poor company performance relative to the market by inserting information with 

very high positive sentiment. CSR events were found to have a smaller effect than T&I 

events. 

6. Determined T&I and CSR categories are associated with high positive sentiment relative 

to other event types. However, despite the similar long-term benefits promised by both 

categories, it was found that only T&I events – with magnitudes comparable to those 

generated by the average Financial event, were associated with short window positive 

abnormal returns.  

7. Explored the concept of a dichotomy between investors and communities, where the 

aspirational long-term benefits of T&I are valued on a short window return basis despite 

minimal historic practical outcomes; however, not for CSR despite having historically 

significant impacts on operations. This discrepancy is believed to be attributed to the 

average media coverage these categories obtain, where T&I were found to receive an 

order of magnitude more attention by media outlets and investors. 
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8. As a necessary steppingstone for implementation of this research, the composition and 

historical values of the HUI Index were validated while creating the market portfolio. 

This is a benefit for future researchers who wish to further investigate major 

multinational gold producers. 

 Recommendations for Future Work 

In terms of the custom-built event study model, the following are potential recommendations for 

future work: 

1. Substantiated recommendations will be provided to the OSC through their periodic 

request for comments. 

2. From the average abnormal returns associated with each of the categories, an informed 

trading strategy to obtain sizeable short-term profits is possible. Specifically, this model 

can – given an event, determine the resultant average short-window reaction, informing 

when to sell or purchase shares. As of January 2014 the implementation of this 

technology into an automated trading system is commercially feasible with access to data 

feeds as a value-added data reseller [121], and data feed plugins [122]. While the process 

is largely already automated (grouping, categorization, calculations) it is possible to make 

split second decisions. Further automation and smart technologies could enhance the 

profitability and decision-making.64 

3. Alternatively, the model can be expanded to integrate with the SEDAR system as a 

regulatory tool. SEDAR is a system for electronic document analysis, and this would 

provide regulators with tools to automatically flag equity performance/trading 

 

64 A simplified methodology would be possible if additional data was displayed on SEDAR, specifically the 

filing type or project number. The current design of SEDAR is not friendly towards statisticians. 
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abnormalities for further manual examination of particular day transactions, such as was 

examined with the Management category. An additional tool against identifying unfair 

trading practices.  

4. If this analysis is done on a larger scale (multiple different industries) it can be quantified 

– on average, which companies are more prone to “insider trading” and the associated 

magnitude. This analysis can then also be expanded to which industries are most prone to 

insider trading. There has always been the anecdotal story that there are tons of insider 

trading which occurs at conferences (e.g. PDAC), this tool would be able to preliminary 

identify and recognize these types of events.  

5. Examine additional individual companies within the HUI Index to examine whether the 

research outcomes apply industry wide, thereby determining: (1) whether the conclusions 

herein are valid market wide, and/or (2) different significant behaviours.  

6. Further examine isolated events over a long window. Note for this application a longer 

windowed analysis may be required, meaning a multi-factor model may need to be used 

instead of the market model. 

7. Perform other categorizations, such as associating events with individuals/teams (e.g. 

engineers, certificate/consent letter signatories) to identify the cumulative value-added by 

persons. If the analysis was conducted market-wide, consistent higher returns for a 

particular person – irrespective of the company, could for example indicate investors 

placing greater value or trust on the opinion of certain people. This could have 

applications for employee recognition and/or identifying individuals consistently 

associated with irregular behaviours (i.e. consistent above average abnormal returns prior 

to event dates). 
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8. Incorporate different factors into the model to allow further customization and research, 

including quantifying other event study behaviours such as abnormal trading volumes, 

idiosyncratic volatilities, other equity valuation parameters, and more. 

9. Integrating additional or alternative techniques to the employed methodologies, ranging 

from sentiment analysis to the employed economic models. For example, various 

machine learning algorithms may yield deeper insights and lead to more accurate results 

and/or conclusions. 

10. Analyze NI 43-101 Technical Reports over time and across many companies (including 

retroactively on technical information releases the latter years of the VSE) to evaluate 

whether this ruleset was effective in reinstating trust and generating market activity in the 

mining industry after incidents such as Bre-X. Alternatively, a similar econometric 

analysis could be performed for other specific document types (e.g. ESTMA’s Annual 

Statement of Payments).  
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Appendix A 

Market Portfolio 

Market Portfolio Equities 

For data validation the listing dates of each equity over the period of analysis needed to be determined. To find the listing dates of each equity, 

business information and research tools were used – specifically Dow Jones Factiva and ProQuest. Search terms included: “[Company 

Name]”, “NYSE”, “New York Stock Exchange”, “Nasdaq”, “National Association of Securities Dealers”, “AMEX”, “American Stock 

Exchange”. Searching for the listing date was important to validate and justify the data. 

Table A.1. HUI Index Components as of 2018-10-01 and the associated company equity properties 

Equity Name Ticker Founded NYSE Nasdaq NYSE American  

Agnico Eagle Mines Ltd AEM 1953-06-01 1994-11-22 to Present   

Alamos Gold Inc AGI 2003-02-21 2013-02-11 to Present   

AngloGold Ashanti Ltd AU 2004-04-26 2004-04-26 to Present   

Barrick Gold Corp ABX 1983-05-02 1987-02-25 to Present 1985-02-08 to 1987-02-25  

Minas Buenaventura BVN 1953 1996-05-15 to Present   

Coeur Mining Inc CDE 1928-10-01 1988-05-22 to Present  1980-03-17 to 1988-05-22 

Eldorado Gold Corp EGO 1992-04-02 2009-01-23 to Present  2003-01-23 to 2009-10-23 

Gold Fields Ltd65 GFI 1981 2002-05-09 to Present 1995-05-10 to 2002-05-09  

Goldcorp Inc GG 1994-03-31 1995-06-16 to Present  <1995 to 1995-06-16 

Hecla Mining Co HL 1891 <1985 to Present   

 

65 Formerly Driefontein Consolidated Ltd (1999-01-01), which was the result of the merger of East and West Driefontein in 1981. The Nasdaq listing 

included a reverse takeover by its subsidiary Driefontein Consolidated Ltd. Beatrix Mines Ltd merged later on 1998-02-02. 
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IAMGOLD Corp IAG 1990-03-27 2005-12-20 to Present  2002-12-02 to 2005-12-20 

Kinross Gold Corp66 KGC 1993-05-31 1994-09-24 to Present   

Kirkland Lake Gold Ltd KL 1983 2017-08-16 to Present   

New Gold Inc67 NGD 1980-01-31   2004-11-18 to Present 

Newmont Mining Corp NEM 1921 <1941 to Present   

NovaGold Resources Inc NG 1984-12-05   2003-12-02 to Present 

Osisko Gold Royalties68 OR 2014-06-16 2016-07-06 to Present   

Pretium Resources Inc69 PVG 2010-10-22 2012-01-12 to Present   

RandGold Resources Ltd70 GOLD 1995-08-04  1996-10-04 to Present  

Sibanye Gold Ltd71 SBGL 2013-02-11 2013-02-11 to Present   

SSR Mining Inc SSRM 1946-12-11  2004-10-12 to Present  

Tahoe Resources Inc TAHO 2009-11-10 2012-05-08 to Present   

Yamana Gold Inc72 AUY 1995-02-07 2007-01-12 to Present  2003-12-05 to 2007-01-12 

  

 

66 Kinross claims their NYSE listing date of 2003-02-03 contrary to the Wall Street Journal which reported its addition on 1994-10-24. 
67 Formerly known as DRC Resources Corp (2005-06-01) 
68 Related to Osisko Mining Corporation, which was acquired by AEM and AUY and resulted in OR shares being issued (2014-06-16). 
69 Also known as: Pretivum Resources Inc 
70 Complicated situation as ADS were traded on the Nasdaq previous to the date of its public offering (2011-07-11). 
71Sibanye unbundled from Gold Fields Ltd (2012-12-12), later merged with Stillwater Mining Corp forming Sibanye-Stillwater (2018-09-21). 
72 Formerly Wiscan Resources Inc, reverse takeover by “Minera Yamana” which was incorporated in 1994-03-17 
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Table A.2. Suspected HUI Index Components that have been removed since 2018-10-01 and the associated company equity properties 

Equity Name Ticker Founded NYSE Nasdaq NYSE American  

Anglo American Gold Investment Co Ltd AAGI 1937-01-14  <1995 to 1999-05-21  

AngloGold Ltd73 AGOLY 1944 1998-08-05 to 2004-04-25 1972-12-14 to 1998-08-04  

American South African Investment Co Ltd ASA  <1960 to Present   

Ashanti Goldfields Co Ltd [123] ASL 1897 1996-02-21 to 2004-04-25   

Battle Mountain Gold Co BMG 1985-06-04 1987-09-09 to 2001-01-10   

Echo Bay Mines ECO 1964 <1984 to 2003-01-31   

Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold74 FCX 1988 <1995 to Present   

Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold FCX.P 1988 <1995 to 2010-05-01   

Glamis Gold Ltd GLG 1972 1993-01-20 to 2006-11-06 <1988 to 1993-01-19  

Golden Star Resources75 GSS    2002-06-19 to Present 

Harmony Gold Mining Co Ltd76 HMY 1950-08-25 2002-11-27 to Present 1996-10-02 to Present  

Homestake Mining Co HM  <1982 to 2001-12-14   

Meridian Gold Inc77 MDG 1996-02-28 1996-07-31 to 2007-12-31   

Western Mining Corp Holdings Ltd WMC 1996-02-28    

 

  

 

73 Formerly Vaal Reefs Exploration & Mining Co (1998-03-30) used to consolidate Anglo American’s gold interests. Many M&A prior to NYSE listing. 
74 Now known as Freeport McMoRan Inc. All the preferred shares were converted to common shares on the indicated delisting date. 
75 Removed from HUI’ Index at the end of the 3rd quarter (2018-06-29) due to financial duress and poor information availability (overseas company). 
76 HMY transferred their Nasdaq listing to NYSE on 2002-11-23 and dual-re-listed Nasdaq on 2005-11-23. 
77 Formerly FMC Gold Company, then Vulcan Gold Inc, acquired by Yamana Gold 2007-11-02. 
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Table A.3. Description of the equities in Table 4, along with a rationale if they are included in the market portfolio (HUI’) 

Equity Name Component Reason for removal 

Anglo American Gold Investment Co Ltd Yes Also known as AmGold, merged with Anglo American on 1999-05-21 

AngloGold Ltd Yes Name change to AngloGold Ashanti Ltd upon merger with Ashanti Goldfields Co Ltd  

ASA Ltd No Not available, investment management company 

Ashanti Goldfields Co Ltd [123] Yes Outstanding shares acquired by AngloGold Ltd on 2004-04-26 

Battle Mountain Gold Co Yes Merged with Newmont Mining Corp subsidiary on 2001-01-11 

Echo Bay Mines Yes Outstanding shares acquired by Kinross Gold Corp on 2003-01-31 

Freeport McMoRan Copper & Gold No Not available, however the focus is on copper resources 

Glamis Gold Ltd Yes Outstanding shares acquired by Goldcorp on 2006-11-04 

Golden Star Resources Yes Removed at 3rd quarter 2018, a 2018-10-15 share consolidation indicates poor performance 

Harmony Gold Mining Co Ltd Yes Not available 

Homestake Mining Co Yes Outstanding shares acquired by Barrick Gold Corp on 2001-12-14 

Meridian Gold Inc Yes Outstanding shares acquired by Yamana Gold Inc on 2008-01-02 

Western Mining Corp Holdings Ltd No Outstanding shares acquired by BHP on 2005-06-29, also limited gold activities 
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Limitations 

These limitations specifically refer to the CRSP, YCharts, and Mergent Online databases used. 

They are presented for individuals to be cautious if they decide to create their own model variant. 

These limitations can can affect valuations or index composition. 

1. CRSP database can generate the improper file. This error is rare but occurred several 

times when multiple queries were submitted simultaneously. 

2. CRSP data on some dates has error codes (e.g. -50) which can skew results if left 

unnoticed. 

3. Mergent for certain companies experiences a data display error whereas certain equities 

have two different values for the same equity, during the same time, on the same 

exchange. 

4. Some databases do not readily update naming information (e.g. trading platform name 

updates such as ASE to NYSE American)  

5. Some databases had historical financial data dating prior to the announced company 

listing dates on one of the three exchanges considered in the HUI. Possibly due to 

previous shell companies. 

6. Some databases consolidate merged and/or acquired companies’ information differently, 

namely when two listed publicly traded companies merge (e.g. ABX and GOLD). 

7. Some databases merged or confused equity data upon a company upgrading or degrading 

their listing on trading platforms (e.g. OTC market, Nasdaq, NYSE, or NYSE American). 
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8. Some databases upon trading platforms merging or acquiring other trading platforms 

confused equity information upon data migration (e.g. NYSE and ArcaEx). 

9. Some databases have equity valuation data missing. This is usually for small volume days 

(<1,000 trades; +10,000 is considered normal) and small market capitalization 

companies.  

10. Most databases struggle with recognizing ADR78, whereas the convertible ratio is 

neglected. This information is difficult to historically locate. Data validation of shares 

outstanding through source documents was required due to equity valuation impacts (e.g. 

RandGold data on CRSP and Mergent, or Sibanye Stillwater data on Ycharts). 

11. Most databases infrequently experienced slightly conflicting equity data (closing price, 

shares outstanding) which is why multiple sources were used (e.g. Shares Outstanding 

HMY 2003-03-04). Certain databases were more problematic. 

12. Most databases had rare instances of missing historical data (e.g. Ycharts AUY volume 

traded until 2004-01-12 while another source only had the equity valuation) 

13. Most databases poorly indicate when equities experience additional securities issuances 

and the initial public offering.  

14. All databases periodically have missing equity data. 

The following list of limitations refers explicitly to those encountered when dealing with the data 

procured from the ICE Data Indices in early 2019. They are provided below for completeness and 

informative purposes. 

 

78 ADRs exist to facilitate day-trading combining multiple shares for reasonable pricing 
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1. The public component weightings do not directly correspond with the prescribed index 

methodology weights. The recreated HUI Index does match up though.  

2. The HUI Index has not publicly updated their closing quarterly announcement (e.g. 

composition, weighting, and other information) since 2018-09-21. 

3. Small inconsistencies such as Sibanye Gold Ltd is still the name on the HUI index 

despite being acquired and renamed Sibanye Stillwater, and with ticker suffixes. 

4. The current index methodology allows only the most liquid class of share per equity to be 

included. Initially FCX had two share classes listed, both common and preferred. 

5. There are reports of the initial index components being limited to 13, but there are 23 

index components as of 2018-09-21. This appears to of changed around 2010. 

6. The HUI Index has historically included equities with non-gold primary SIC codes.  

7. The index administrator methodology employed for equity selection has grey-areas (e.g. 

“The Index Administrator has the discretion to include companies that do not meet the 

minimum levels for inclusion, if it determines that by doing so it maintains the quality 

and/or character of the index.”. The stated reasons include practicality, pending corporate 

actions, litigation, or geo-political events.  

8. The other discrepancies are attributed to favouring keeping (over removing) equities in 

the portfolio (e.g. HMY). 
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Problematic Trading Dates 

A non-exhaustive list of identified problematic trading days encountered during the research is 

presented below. These days may halt trading, but also include periods where trading may have 

been erratic resulting from force majeure; gold is generally linked to uncertainty [124]. These 

events generally lead to controversies on whether exchanges can guarantee reliable open markets 

for investors [125] [126]. Note that market wide effects are largely accounted for by the market 

portfolio. 

Table A.4. Marketplace wide Problematic Trading Periods 

Date Problem Description 

Variable Cessation of trading between the “CTO Issued Date” and “CTO Revoked Date” 

Variable Trading platforms outages,79 dates are published on their websites [127] [128] 

Variable Annual or periodical conferences or conventions (PDAC, SME, and CIM) 

Variable United States Government Shutdowns 

Variable SEDAR system problems as outlined by “Subscriber Updates” 

1997-03-19 Unknowns and/or hysteria associated with Bre-X 

1999-12-31 Unknowns and/or hysteria associated with Y2K around this date 

2001-09-11 Unknowns and/or hysteria associated with New York September 11th attacks 

2008-10-01 ArcaEx acquired by the NYSE [2] 

2010-05-06 A notable flash crash resulting from controversial trading tactics 

2013-08-22 A notable flash freeze 

2015-08-24 A notable flash crash 

 

79 Outages can occur for an immeasurable number of reasons; one famous example involves a squirrel. 
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Appendix B 

Corporate Disclosure Categorization 

Table B.1. National Instrument Numbering System 

Securities subjective matter grouping system, Investment Funds and Derivatives removed. [129]. 

 Category (1st digit) Sub-Category (2nd digit) Document Type 

(3rd digit) 

1 – Procedure and 

Related Matters 

1 – General 

2 – Applications 

3 – Regulatory Authority Filings 

4 – Definitions 

5 – Hearings and Enforcement 

1 – National or 

Multilateral Instrument, 

Companion Policy, and 

Form 

2 – National or 

Multilateral Policy 

3 – CSA (or Staff) Notice 

4 – CSA Concept 

Proposal or Discussion 

Paper 

5 – Local Rule, 

Regulation, Blanket 

Order, Ruling, 

Companion Policy or 

Form 

6 – Local Policy 

7 – Local Notice 

8 – Implementing 

Instrument (Local Rule 

that gives effect to a 

National or Multilateral 

Instrument) 

9 – Miscellaneous item 

(e.g. a Form that does not 

relate to another 

Instrument or Policy) 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

2 – Certain Capital 

Market Participants 

1 – Stock Exchanges 

2 – Other Markets 

3 – Trading Rules 

4 – Clearing and Settlement 

5 – Other Participants 

3 – Registration and 

Related Matters 

1 – Registration Requirements 

2 – Registration Exemptions 

3 – Ongoing Registrant Requirements  

4 – Fitness for Registration 

5 – Non-Resident Registrants 

4 – Distribution 

Requirements 

1 – Prospectus Contents – Non-Financial 

2 – Prospectus Contents – Financial 

3 – Prospectus Filing Matters 

4 – Alternative Forms of Prospectus 

5 – Prospectus Exempt Distributions 

6 – Certain Issuer Distribution  

7 – Advertising and Marketing 

8 – Distribution Restrictions 

5 – Ongoing 

Requirements for 

Issuers and Insiders 

1 – Disclosure – General 

2 – Financial Disclosure 

3 – Timely Disclosure 

4 – Proxy Solicitation 

5 – Insider Reporting 

6 – Restricted Shares 

7 – Cease Trading Orders 

8 – Corporate Governance 

6 – Take-Over Bids and 

Special Transactions 

1 – Special Transactions 

2 – Take-over Bids 

7 – Outside Jurisdiction 

Securities Transactions  

1 – International Issuers 

2 – Distributions Outside the Jurisdiction 
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Table B.2. Instrument Names 

Instrument Title 

1. MI 11-102 Passport System80 

2. MI 11-103 Failure-to-File Cease Trade Orders in Multiple Jurisdictions 

3. MI 91-101 Derivatives: Product Determination 

4. MI 96-101 Trade Repositories and Derivatives Data Reporting. 

5. NI 13-101 System for Electronic Document Analysis and Retrieval (SEDAR) 

6. NI 13-102 System Fees for SEDAR and NRD 

7. NI 14-101 National Definitions 

8. NI 21-101 Marketplace Operation 

9. NI 23-101 Trading Rules 

10. NI 23-102 Use of Client Brokerage Commissions 

11. NI 23-103 Electronic Trading and Direct Electronic Access to Marketplaces 

12. NI 24-101 Institutional Trade Matching and Settlement 

13. NI 24-102 Clearing Agency Requirements 

14. NI 25-101 Designated Rating Organizations 

15. NI 31-102 National Registration Database 

16. NI 31-103 Registration Requirements, Exemptions and Ongoing Registrant Obligations 

17. NI 33-105 Underwriting Conflicts 

18. NI 33-109 Registration Information 

19. NI 35-101 Conditional Exemption from Registration for US Broker-Dealers and Agents 

20. NI 41-101 General Prospectus Requirements 

21. NI 43-101 Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects 

22. NI 44-101 Short Form Prospectus Distributions 

23. NI 44-102 Shelf Distributions 

24. NI 44-103 Post-Receipt Pricing 

25. NI 45-102 Resale of Securities 

26. NI 45-106 Prospectus Exemptions 

27. NI 51-101 Standards of Disclosure for Oil and Gas Activities 

28. NI 51-102 Continuous Disclosure Obligations 

29. NI 51-105 Issuers Quoted in the U.S. Over-the-Counter Markets 

30. NI 52-107 Acceptable Accounting Principles and Auditing Standards 

31. NI 52-108 Auditor Oversight 

32. NI 52-109 Certification of Disclosure in Issuers’ Annual and Interim Filings 

33. NI 52-110 Audit Committees 

34. NI 54-101 Communication with Beneficial Owners of Securities of a Reporting Issuer 

35. NI 55-102 System for Electronic Disclosure by Insiders (SEDI) 

36. NI 55-104 Insider Reporting Requirements and Exemptions 

37. NI 58-101 Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices 

38. NI 62-103 Early Warning System, Related Take-Over Bid and Insider Reporting Issues 

39. NI 62-104 Take-Over Bids and Issuer Bids 

40. NI 62-105 Security Holder Rights Plans 

41. NI 71-101 The Multijurisdictional Disclosure System 

42. NI 71-102 Continuous Disclosure and Other Exemptions Relating to Foreign Issuers 

 

80 Participant commissions automatically accept decisions of the principal regulator (e.g. receipts and 

decision documents), giving market participants ready access to other provinces. Does not apply for the OSC. 
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43. NI 81-101 Mutual Fund Prospectus Disclosure 

44. NI 81-102 Investment Funds 

45. NI 81-104 Alternative Mutual Funds 

46. NI 81-105 Mutual Fund Sales Practices 

47. NI 81-106 Investment Fund Continuous Disclosure 

48. NI 81-107 Independent Review Committee for Investment Funds 

49. NI 94-101 Mandatory Central Counterparty Clearing of Derivatives 

50. NI 94-102 Customer Clearing, Protection of Customer Collateral and Positions 
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Tables B.3. to B.15. Document Type to Filing Type and Governing Rules 

Further instructions on reading these tables can be found below within SEDAR Filing Guide Notes. 

Table B.3. Document types commonly associated with NI 41-101 (General Prospectus Requirements) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Auditors’ negative 

assurance letter 

1. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Prospectus/Offerings] 

2. *New Security Issue (Supplemental Listing) [Prospectus/Offerings] 

3. *Additional Listing by Prospectus [Prospectus/Offerings] 

4. * Private Placement [Material Contracts/Reports] 

1. 41-101 (9), OSA (21) 

2. TSX-V 2.3 

3. 41-101 (9), 44-101 (4) 

4. 45-106 

Underwriters’ certificate  

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final, PREP] 

2. *MJDS [Final] 

3. *CPC Prospectus [Final] 

1. 41-101 (5.9), OSA (59), 44-103 (3) 

2. 71–101 (1.2) 

3. TSX-V 2.4 

Consent letter of issuer’s 

legal counsel 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final, Amendment, PREP] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final, Amendment, PREP] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

1. 41-101 (10.1), 44-103 (3), MI-11 

2. 41-101 (10.1), 44-101 (4), 44-103 

3. 41-101 (10.1), 44-102 (7) 

4. 71-101 (6) 

Consent letter of 

underwriters’ legal 

counsel 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final, Amendment, PREP] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final, Amendment, PREP] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

1. 41-101 (10.1), 44-103 (3) 

2. 41-101 (10.1), 44-101 (4), 44-103 (3) 

3. 41-101 (10.1), 44-102 (7) 

4. 71-101 (6) 

Marketing materials – 

English 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final, Preliminary, Amendment, PREP, Pro Forma] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final, Preliminary, Amendment, PREP, Bought Deal] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary, Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

5. *CPC Prospectus [Preliminary, Final, Amendment] 

6. *Prospectus Distribution Outside Québec 

1. 41-101 (9, 13), 44-103 (4) 

2. 41-101 (13), 44-101 (7), 44-103 (4) 

3. 41-101 (13), 44-102 (9) 

4. 71-101 (6) 

5. TSX-V 2.4 

6. 45-106, QSA (12) 

Issuer’s submission to 

jurisdiction and 

appointment of agent 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Final] 

4. *MJDS [Final) 

1. 41-101 (9.2, Appendix B) 

2. 41-101 (Appendix B), 44-101 (4.2) 

3. 41-101 (Appendix B), 44-102 (6) 

4. 71-101 (6) 

Non-issuer’s submission 

to jurisdiction and 

appointment of agent 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Final] 

1. 41-101 (9.2, Appendix C) 

2. 41-101 (Appendix C), 44-101 (4.2) 

3. 41-101 (Appendix C), 44-102 (6) 
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Table B.4. Document types commonly associated with NI 43-101 (Standards of Disclosure for Mineral Projects) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Technical report 

- English 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Pro Forma, Amendment, Final] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

5. **Exemptions Connected to Prospectus Filing 

6. **Take-Over Bid [Circ., Director Circ., Officer Circ., Notice of Change, Exempt] 

7. Material Change Report 

8. News Releases 

9. Annual Information Forms [Annual, Final, Revised] 

10. Technical Report(s) [Technical] 

11. Management Proxy Materials 

12. Business Acquisition Report 

13. Short Form Offering Document 

14. **Transaction Filings [Going Private, Related Party] 

15. **Formal Issuer Bid Fillings [Circ., Notice of Change]  

16. **Offering Memorandum [Final, Amended] 

1. 43-101 (4), 41-101 (9) 

2. 43-101 (4), 44-101 (4) 

3. 43-101 (4), 44-102 (7) 

4. 43-101 (4), 71-101 (6.8, 11.3) 

5. 43-101 (4), 45-106 (5.2) 

6. 43-101 (4.2.1.i), 62-103 

7. 43-101 (4.2.1.j), 51-102 (7) 

8. 43-101 (4), Most Categories 

9. 43-101 (4.2.1.f), 51-102 (4.2) 

10. 43-101 (4) 

11. 43-101 (4.2.1.c.), 51-102 (9.3), 

12. 43-101 (4.2.1.c.), 51-102 (8, F4) 

13. 43-101 (4.2), TSX-V 4.6 (2) 

14. MI 61-101, OCA (190) 

15. 43-101 (4.2, 8.1), 62-104 (2) 

16. 43-101 (4.2.1.d), 45-106 (2.9) 

Technical report(s) 1. None stated 1. 43-101 (4) 

Certificate of qualified 

person – English 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Pro Forma, Amendment, Final] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

5. **Exemptions Connected to Prospectus Filing 

6. **Take-Over Bid [Circ., Director Circ., Officer Circ., Notice of Change, Exempt] 

7. Material Change Report 

8. News Releases 

9. Annual Information Forms [Final, Revised, Annual] 

10. Technical Report(s) [Final, Amended & Restated] 

11. Management Proxy Materials  

12. Business Acquisition Report 

13. Short Form Offering Document 

1. 43-101 (8.1), 41-101 (9.1) 

2. 43-101 (8.1), 44-101 (4.1) 

3. 43-101 (8.1), 44-102 (7) 

4. 43-101 (8.1), 71-101 (6.5) 

5. 43-101 (8.1), 45-106 (5.2) 

6. 43-101 (8.1) 

7. 43-101 (8.1), 51-102 (7) 

8. 43-101 (8.1), Most Categories 

9. 43-101 (8.1), 51-102 (4.2) 

10. 43-101 (8.1) 

11. 43-101 (8.1), 51-102 (9.3), 

12. 43-101 (8.1), 51-102 (8, F4) 

13. 43-101 (8.1), TSX-V 4.6 (2) 
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14. **Transaction Filings [Going Private, Related Party] 

15. **Formal Issuer Bid Filings [Circ., Notice of Change] 

16. **Offering Memorandum [Final, Amended] 

14. MI 61-101, OCA (190) 

15. 43-101 (4.2, 8.1), 62-104 (2) 

16. 43-101 (8.3), 45-106 (2.9) 

Consent letter(s) 

1. **Offering Memorandum [Final, Amended]  

2. Annual Information Forms [Final, Revised, Annual] 

3. Material Change Report 

4. News Releases 

5. Management Proxy Materials 

6. Business Acquisition Report 

1. 43-101 (8.3), 45-106 (2.9) 

2. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (6.1, F2) 

3. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (7, F3) 

4. 43-101 (8.3) 

5. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (9.3) 

6. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (8, F4) 

Consent of qualified 

person – English 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Pro Forma, Amendment, Final] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

5. **Exemptions Connected to Prospectus Filing  

6. **Take-Over Bid [Circ., Director Circ., Officer Circ., Notice of Change, Exempt] 

7. Material Change Report 

8. News Releases 

9. Annual Information Forms [Final, Revised, Annual] 

10. Technical Report(s) [Final, Amended & Restated] 

11. Management Proxy Materials 

12. Business Acquisition Report 

13. Short Form Offering Document 

14. **Transaction Filings [Going Private, Related Party] 

15. **Formal Issuer Bid Filings [Circ., Notice of Change] 

16. **Offering Memorandum [Final, Amended] 

1. 43-101 (8.3), 41-101 (9, 10.1) 

2. 43-101 (8.3), 44-101 (4) 

3. 43-101 (8.3), 44-102 (7.2) 

4. 43-101 (8.3), 71-101 (6.5) 

5. 43-101 (8.3), 45-106 (5.2) 

6. 43-101 (8.3) 

7. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (7, F3) 

8. 43-101 (8.3), Most Categories 

9. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (6.1, F2) 

10. 43-101 (8.3) 

11. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (9.3) 

12. 43-101 (8.3), 51-102 (8, F4) 

13. 43-101 (8.3), TSX-V 4.6 (2) 

14. MI 61-101, OCA (190) 

15. 43-101 (4.2, 8.1), 62-104 (2) 

16. 43-101 (8.1), 45-106 (2.9) 
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Table B.5. Document types commonly associated with NI 44-101 to 44-103 (Short Form, Shelf Distributions, Post-Receipt Pricing) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Certificate of POP eligibility 1. None stated 1. 44-101 (2) 

Final short form prospectus – 

English 

1. *Short Form Prospectus [Final] 

2. *Shelf Prospectus [Final] 

1. 44-101 (4.2), 41-101, OSA (21), MI 11 

2. 44-102 (4) 

Qualification certificate 
1. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary] 

2. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary] 

1. 44-101 (2.1, 4.1) 

2. 44-101 (2.2), 44-102 (2.2, 5.5) 

Preliminary short form 

prospectus – English 

1. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary] 

2. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary] 

1. 44-101 (4.1) 

2. 44-102 (5) 

Auditors’ consent letter 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final, Amendment, PREP] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final, Amendment, PREP] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Final, Amendment, Supplement] 

5. *CPC Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final] 

6. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Prospectus/Offerings] 

7. *New Security Issue (Supplemental Listing) [Prospectus/Offerings] 

8. *Additional Listing by Prospectus [Prospectus/Offerings] 

9. *Private Placement [Prospectus/Offerings] 

10. *Acquisition/Disposition of Assets – Share Transactions [Major, CPC] 

11. **Acquisition/Disposition of Assets – Non-Share Transactions [Major, CPC] 

1. 44-103, 41-101 (9.2, 10.1) 

2. 44-101 (4.2), 44-103, 41-101 (10.1) 

3. 44-102 (6), 41-101 (10.1) 

4. 71-101 (6.5) 

5. TSX-V 2.4 (12.3) 

6. 41-101 (9.2), OSA (21) 

7. TSX-V 2.3 

8. 44-101 (4), 41-101 (9) 

9. 45-106 

10. TSX-V 2.4, TSX-V 5.3 

11. TSX-V 2.4, TSX-V 5.3 

Undertaking to file documents 

and material contracts 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Final] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Final] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Final] 

1. 41-101 (9.2) 

2. 44-101 (4.2) 

3. 44-102 (6), 44-101 (4.2) 

Underwriting or agency 

agreement 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Final, PREP] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, PREP] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final] 

4. *MJDS [Final, Supplement] 

5. *CPC Prospectus [Preliminary, Final] 

6. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Material Contracts/Reports] 

7. *New Security Issue (Supplemental Listing) [Material Contracts/Reports] 

8. *Additional Listing by Prospectus [Material Contracts/Reports] 

9. *Private Placement [Material Contracts/Reports] 

10. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Material Contracts/Reports] 

11. Short Form Offering Document 

1. 41-101 (9), 44-103 (4.10) 

2. 44-101 (7), 44-103 (4.10), 44-403 

3. 44-102 (6), 41-101 (7) 

4. 71-101 (11) 

5. TSX-V 2.4 

6. 41-101 (9), OSA (21) 

7. TSX-V 2.3 

8. 41-101 (9), 44-101 (4) 

9. 45-106 

10. 51-102 (1.1, 5.2, 12, F5) 

11. 43-101 (8.3), TSX-V 4.6 (2) 
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12. **Material Change Policy Filings [Material Contracts/Reports] 12. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

Amendment to (or amended) 

final short form prospectus – 

English  

1. *Short Form Prospectus [Amendment] 

2. *Shelf Prospectus [Amendment] 

1. 41-101 (6), 44-101 (F1) 

2. 41-101 (6), 44-102 (1.2) 

Amendment to (or amended) 

preliminary short form 

prospectus – English 

1. *Short Form Prospectus [Amendment] 

2. *Shelf Prospectus [Amendment] 

1. 41-101 (6), 44-101 (F1), OSA (57) 

2. 41-101 (6), 44-102 (1.2),  

Draft shelf prospectus 

supplement – English 

1. *Shelf Prospectus [Supplement] 1. 44-102 (6) 

Other material contract(s) not 

previously filed 

1. *Short Form Prospectus [PREP] 1. 44–103 (4.10) 
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Table B.6. Document types commonly associated with NI 51-102 (Continuous Disclosure Obligations) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Audited annual financial statements 

– English 

1. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Financial/Information] 

2. *Private Placement [Financial/Information] 

3. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Financial/Information] 

4. Annual Financial Statements [Final] 

5. **Material Change Policy Filings [Financial/Information] 

6. **Consolidation [Financial/Information] 

7. **Escrowed Shares [Financial] 

8. **Change in Market Centre Status [Application] 

1. 51-102 (4.2), OSA (21) 

2. 51-102 (4.2), 45-106 

3. 51-102 (12) 

4. 51-102 (4.2) 

5. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

6. 51-102 (11.4) 

7. 51-102 (F2) 

8. 51-102 (11.2), TSX-V 3.3 (3) 

Audited annual financial statements 

(amended)- English 

1. Annual Financial Statements [Amendment] 1. 51-102 (4.2, 4.8) 

Interim financial statements – 

English 

1. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Financial/Information] 

2. *Private Placement [Financial/Information] 

3. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Financial/Information] 

4. *Normal Course Issuer Bid [Financial/Information] 

5. **Material Change Policy Filings [Financial/Information] 

6. **Consolidation [Financial/Information] 

7. **Escrowed Shares [Financial/Information] 

8. **Change in Market Centre Status [Application] 

1. 51-102 (4.3), OSA (21) 

2. 45-106 

3. 51-102 (12) 

4. 62-104 (F2), 51-102 (4.3) 

5. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

6. 51-102 (11.4) 

7. 51-102 (F2)  

8. 51-102 (11.2), TSX-V 3.3 (3) 

Interim financial statements/report – 

English 

1. Interim Financial Statements/Report (Interim) 1. 51-102 (4.3) 

Interim financial statements 

(amended)- English 

1. None stated 1. 51-102 (4.3, 4.8) 

Notice 

1. Change in Auditor Filings 

2. Change in Year End Filings 

3. Change in Corporate Structure Filings 

4. Change in Legal Structure Filings 

5. Change in Status Filings 

6. **Change in Year-End Filings (Non-Reporting Issuers) [Final]  

1. 51-102 (4.11) 

2. 51-102 (4.8) 

3. 51-102 (4.9) 

4. 51-102 (4.9) 

5. 51-102 (11.2) 

6. 51-102 (4.9) 

MD&A – English 1. MD&A [Interim, Annual] 1. 51-102 (5, F1) 

Interim MD&A – English 1. None stated 1. 51-102 (5, F1) 

MD&A (amended) – English 1. MD&A [Interim, Annual] 1. 51-102 (5, F1) 
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MD&A supplement – English 1. MD&A [Interim, Annual] 1. 51-102 (F1) 

Renewal annual information form – 

English 

1. None stated 1. 51-102 (6) 

Material change report – English 
1. Material Change Report 

2. **Transaction Filings [Related Party] 

1. 51-102 (7, F3) 

2. MI 61-101 

Form of proxy – English 

1. **Proxy Solicitation Materials 

2. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Financial/Information] 

3. *Private Placement [Financial/Information] 

4. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Financial/Information] 

5. Management Proxy Materials 

6. **Material Change Policy Filings [Financial/Information] 

7. **Stock Option [Information] 

8. **Stock Dividend [Information] 

9. **Stock Split [Information] 

10. **Consolidation [Financial/Information] 

11. **Change in Name [Information] 

12. **Reclassification of Shares [Information] 

13. **Restricted Shares and Coattails Policy Filings [Information] 

14. **Shareholder Rights Plan Filings [Information] 

15. **Change in Articles [Information] 

1. 51-102 (9), 54-101 (2) 

2. 51-102 (9), OSA (21) 

3. 45-106 

4. 51-102 (9, 12), OCA (180) 

5. 51-102 (9.3) 

6. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

7. 51-102 (9) 

8. 51-102 (9) 

9. 51-102 (9) 

10. 51-102 (9) 

11. 51-102 (9) 

12. 51-102 (9) 

13. 51-102 (9) 

14. 51-102 (9) 

15. 51-102 (9) 

Report of voting results 1. Management Proxy Materials 1. 51-102 (9.3, 11.3) 

Other securityholders documents – 

English 

1. Documents Affecting Security Holder Rights [Material Contracts] 1. 51-102 (12) 

Annual information form – English 1. Annual Information Forms [Final] 1. 51-102 (F2)  

Business acquisition report – 

English 

1. Business Acquisition Report 1. 51-102 (F4) 

 

Management information circular – 

English 

1. Management Proxy Materials  1. 51-102 (9.3, F5), 54-101 (2.7.1) 

 

Management proxy / information 

circular 

1. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Financial/Information] 

2. *Private Placement [Financial/Information] 

3. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Financial/Information] 

4. *Normal Course Issuer Bid [Financial/Information] 

5. **Material Change Policy Filings [Financial/Information] 

6. **Stock Option [Information] 

1. 51-102 (9, F5), OSA (21) 

2. 45-106, 51-102 (9) 

3. 51-102 (9, 12) 

4. 62-104 (F2), 51-102 (F5) 

5. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

6. 51-102 (9) 
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7. **Stock Dividend [Information] 

8. **Stock Split [Information] 

9. **Consolidation [Financial/Information] 

10. **Change in Name [Information] 

11. **Reclassification of Shares [Information] 

12. **Restricted Shares and Coattails Policy Filings [Information] 

13. **Shareholder Rights Plan Filings [Information] 

14. **Change in Articles [Information] 

15. **Investor Relations Agreements [Information] 

7. 51-102 (9) 

8. 51-102 (9) 

9. 51-102 (9) 

10. 51-102 (9) 

11. 51-102 (9) 

12. 51-102 (9) 

13. 51-102 (9) 

14. 51-102 (9) 

15. TSX-V 3.4 (3) 

Resolutions approving renewal 

annual information form 

1. None stated 1. 51-102 (rescinded) 

Revised renewal annual information 

form – English 

1. None stated 1. 51-102 (rescinded) 

News release – English 1. News Release 1. Most Categories, NP 51-201 (3.5) 

Press release – English 

1. **Securities Acquisitions Filings (Early Warning) [Press Release] 

2. **Normal Course Issuer Bid [Financial/Information] 

3. Small Shareholder Selling and Purchase Arrangement [Information] 

1. 62-103 (4) 

2. 62-104 (F2), 

3. 32-101 (rescinded) 

Material Document(s) 
1. Material Change Report 

2. Annual Information Forms [Final, Revised] 

1. 51-102 (7) 

2. 51-102 (6) 

Notice regarding AIF 1. None stated 1. 44-101 (rescinded), 51-102 (F2) 

Other material contracts – English 1. Documents Affecting the Rights of Security Holders [Material Contracts] 1. 51-102 (12.1) 

Annual report – English 1. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Financial/Information] 

2. *Private Placement [Financial/Information] 

3. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Financial/Information] 

4. Annual Information Form [Annual] 

5. *Normal Course Issuer Bid [Financial/Information] 

6. **Material Change Policy Filings [Financial/Information] 

7. **Consolidation [Financial/Information] 

8. **Escrowed Shares [Financial] 

9. **Change in Market Centre Status [Application] 

1. 51-102 (11.1), OSA (21) 

2. 45-106, 51-102 (1.1, 9.1) 

3. 51-102 (12) 

4. 51-102 (11), QSA Reg. (164-166) 

5. 62-104 (F2), 51-102 (11.1) 

6. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

7. 51-102 (12) 

8. 51-102F2 (9), 51-102 (11.1) 

9. 51-102 (11.2), TSX-V 3.3 (3) 

Annual report (amended)- English 1. Annual Information Forms [Annual] 1. 51-102 (11), QSA Reg. (164-166) 

Annual report on Form 20-F – 

English 

1. Annual Information Forms [Final] 1. 51-102 (1.1, 6.1), SEC 20-F 
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Table B.7. Document types commonly associated with NI 52-109 (Certification of Disclosure) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Certification of Annual Filings – CEO 1. Certificates [Annual] 1. 52-109 (4, 5, F1, F2) 

Certification of Annual Filings – CFO 1. Certificates [Annual] 1. 52-109 (4, 5, F1, F2) 

Certification of Interim Filings – CEO 1. Certificates [Interim] 1. 52-109 (4, 5, F1, F2) 

Certification of Interim Filings – CFO 1. Certificates [Interim] 1. 52-109 (4, 5, F1, F2) 

Notice of Filing 1. None stated 1. NPS 47 (rescinded) 
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Table B.8. Document types commonly associated with NI 54-101 (Communication with Shareholders)  

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Notice of meeting – English 

1. *New Company Listing or Quotation [Financial/Information] 

2. *Private Placement [Financial/Information] 

3. *Amalgamation or Reorganization [Financial/Information] 

4. Management Proxy Materials 

5. **Material Change Policy Filings [Financial/Information] 

6. **Stock Option [Information] 

7. **Stock Dividend [Information] 

8. **Stock Split [Information] 

9. **Consolidation [Financial/Information] 

10. **Change in Name [Information] 

11. **Reclassification of Shares [Information] 

12. **Restricted Shares and Coattails Policy Filings [Information] 

13. **Shareholder Rights Plan Filings [Information] 

14. **Change in Articles [Information] 

1. 54-101 (2.2), OSA (21) 

2. 45-106, 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

3. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9.) 

4. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9.3) 

5. TSX-V 3.3 (2) 

6. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

7. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

8. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

9. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

10. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (4.9, 9) 

11. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

12. TSX-V 3.5 

13. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (12) 

14. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (12) 

Notice of the meeting and record date – 

English 

1. Notice of the Meeting and Record Date [Final] 1. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

Notice of the meeting and record date 

(amended) – English 

1. Notice of the Meeting and Record Date [Final] 1. 54-101 (2.2), 51-102 (9) 

Confirmation of mailing 
1. *Acquisition/Disposition of Assets – Share Transactions [CPC] 

2. **Acquisition/Disposition of Assets – Non-Share Transactions [CPC]  

1. TSX-V 2.4, TSX-V 5.3 

2. TSX-V 2.4, TSX-V 5.3 

Certificate re dissemination to shareholders 1. Management Proxy Materials 1. 51-102 (9.3; rescinded) 
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Table B.9. Document types commonly associated with NI 58-101 (Disclosure of Corporate Governance Practices) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Code of conduct 1. Code of Conduct 1. 58-101 (2.3) 

 

Table B.10. Document types commonly associated with NI 62-103 to 62-105 (Early Warning, Take-over & Issuer Bids, Rights Plans) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Alternative monthly report 1. **Securities Acquisitions Filings (Alternative Monthly Report) 1. 62-103 (4) 

Early warning report 1. **Securities Acquisitions Filings (Early Warning) [Final] 1. 62-103 (3), OSA (102) 

Notice of intention 1. **Exempt Issuer Bid Filings 1. 62-104 (5) 

Report of exempt issuer bid 1. None stated 1. 62-104 (4), QSA Reg. (189.1.2) 

 

Table B.11. Document types commonly associated with NI 71-101 (Multijurisdictional System)  

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Prospectus supplement – English 1. *MJDS [Supplement] 1. 71-101 (7) 
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Table B.12. Document types commonly associated with MI 11-102 (Passport System) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Decision Document (Amendment to Preliminary) 1. None stated 1. MI 11-102 (3.3) 

Decision Document (Final) 1. None stated  1. MI 11-102 (3.3) 

Decision Document (Preliminary) 1. None stated  1. MI 11-102 (3.3) 

 

Table B.13. Document types commonly associated with Miscellaneous rules 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Consent letter(s) of other 

expert(s) 

1. *Long Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Pro Forma, Amendment, Final, PREP] 

2. *Short Form Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, PREP] 

3. *Shelf Prospectus [Preliminary, Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

4. *MJDS [Amendment, Final, Supplement] 

5. **CPC Prospectus [Amendment, Final] 

6. *Take-Over Bid [Circ., Director Circ., Officer Circ., Notice of Change, Exempt] 

7. *Acquisition/Disposition of Assets – Share Transactions [Major, CPC] 

8. **Acquisition/Disposition of Assets – Non-Share Transactions [Major, CPC] 

9. **Exemptions Connected to Prospectus Filing 

10. **Transaction Filings [Going Private, Related Party] 

11. **Formal Issuer Bid Filings [Circ., Notice of Change]   

1. 41-101 (9, 10.1), 44-103 

2. 41-101 (10.1), 44-101 (4), 44-103 

3. 41-101 (10.1), 44-102 (7) 

4. 71-101 (6) 

5. TSX-V 2.4 (12.3) 

6. 62-104 (2) 

7. TSX-V 2.4, TSX-V 5.3 

8. TSX-V 2.4, TSX-V 5.3 

9. 45-106 (2) 

10. MI 61-101, OCA (190) 

11. 62-104 (Part 2) 

Qualification 

certificate(s) 

1. Annual Information Forms [Final, Revised, Annual] 

2. **Transaction Filings [Going Private, Related Party] 

3. **Take-Over Bid [Circ., Director Circ., Officer Circ., Notice of Change, Exempt] 

4. Material Change Report 

5. News Releases 

6. Management Proxy Materials 

7. Business Acquisition Report  

8. Short Form Offering Document  

12. **Exemptions Connected to Prospectus Filing  

1. 51-102 (3.2, 6)  

2. MI 61-101, OCA (190) 

3. 62-104 (3.3) 

4. 51-102 (3.2, 7) 

5. 51-102 (3.2) 

6. 51-102 (3.2, 9.3) 

7. 51-102 (3.2, 8) 

8. 45-106 (5), TSX-V 4.6 (2) 

12. 45-106 (2) 

Cover letter 1. Most Categories 1. Most Categories 

Other 1. Most Categories 1. Most Categories 
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Table B.14. Document types commonly associated with Provincial Instruments 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [Filing Subtype] [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Letter concerning the addition of a recipient agency 1. Most Categories 1. Most Categories 

Class 1 and 3B Reporting Issuers – Participation Fee 1. Annual Financial Statements [Final] 1. AB 13-501 (F1) 

Class 1 and 3B Reporting Issuers – Participation Fee 1. Annual Financial Statements [Final] 1. ON 13-502 (2, F1) 

Annual Participation Fee for Reporting Issuers 1. None stated 1. ON 13-502 (2, F1) 

Class 1 Reporting Issuers – Participation Fee 1. None stated 1. ON 13-502 (2, F1) 

 

Table B.15. Document types commonly associated with Ontario and Quebec Security Acts 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [130] Governing Rule (Part) 

Final Receipt 1. None stated 1. OSA (61) 

Preliminary Receipt 1. None stated 1. OSA (61) 

Report on number and value of securities distributed in Quebec (QC) 1. None stated 1. QSA Reg. (114; rescinded) 

Resolutions approving final prospectus and financial statements 1. None stated 1. QSA Reg. (114; rescinded) 

 

Table B.16. Document types commonly associated with Federal Extractive Sector Transparency Measures Act (ESTMA) 

Document Type Filing Type/Purpose [130] Governing Rule 

Annual statement of payments – 

English 
1. Transparency Measures in the Mining, Oil and Gas Industries 

(Annual Statement of Payments)  

1. Extractive Sector Transparency 

Measures Act 
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SEDAR Filing Guide Notes 

Below is a list of remarks related to the construction of the above tables 

1. Round brackets are apart of the SEDAR Filing Guide naming system. 

2. Asterisks denote the category of filing: none = continuous disclosure, one = Securities 

Offering, two = Other (Third Party Filings, Transaction Filings, Securities Acquisitions, 

Exempt Market Offerings and Disclosure). 

3. Multiple references indicate a document or filing type is governed by multiple rules,81 

multiple parts,82 or requires another disclosure.83 

4. Document types leading to no discernible categorization are placed in the Other category. 

5. Where the SEDAR Filing Reference is “None stated”, it is inferred based on contents. 

6. Both Investment Fund Issuers and non-English document types have been removed. 

7. These tables are not comprehensive of the +900 SEDAR document types, they specifically 

are for the disclosures examined in this analysis. 

8. Some document types have multiple filing types, the appropriate one is selected for each 

disclosure.  

9. Some filing types have multiple governing rules, those resulting in the same category are 

unaffected (e.g. Auditor Consent Letter), those resulting in different categories result in the 

appropriate one being selected for each disclosure (e.g. Consent Letters of Qualified 

Person). 

10. If no specific part is indicated, it signifies the document type largely contained within the 

indicated governing rule. 

11. Rules included in document types were relocated to the regulation reference column (if 

correct). 

12. All governing rules are NI unless otherwise stated. 

13. Information was simplified where appropriate for legibility and comprehension purposes, 

as outlined in the subsequent list. This includes combining similar document types. 

 

Below is a list of the simplifications for legibility and comprehension purposes: 

1. PREP represents “Supplemented PREP Prospectus” or short form equivalent (NI 44-103)  

2. MJDS represents “Multijurisdictional Disclosure System” 

3. Amendment represents “Amendment to Preliminary” and/or “Amendment to Final”  

4. Notice of Change represents “Notice of Change or Variation” 

5. Officer Circular represents “Director’s or Officer’s Circular (Individual)” 

6. Take-Over Bid represents “Take-Over Bid Filings” 

7. Circ. Represents “Circular” 

8. Reclassification of Shares represents “Reclassification or Redesignation of Shares” 

9. Stock Option represents “Stock Option / Share Purchase Arrangement” 

10. Amalgamation represents “Exchange of Securities – Amalgamation or Reorganization 

11. Stock Dividend represents “Dividend Reinvestment Plan/Stock Dividend” 

12. Change in Articles represents “Change in Articles / Memorandum” 

13. Escrowed Shares represents “Escrowed Shares – Release or Transfer” 

14. Financial/Information represents “Financial Statements and Information Documents” 

 

81 Such as: Long Form Prospectus vs. PREP Long Form Prospectus 
82 Such as: Final Long Form Prospectus vs. Preliminary Long Form Prospectus 
83 Such as: Consent Letter(s) and Management Proxy Materials under NI 51-102  
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15. Documents Affecting the Rights of Security Holders represents “Documents Affecting the 

Rights of Security Holders /Material Contracts” 

16. Application represents Application for Change in Tier Status 

17. CPC represents “CPC Qualifying” 

18. Bought Deal represents “Marketing Materials for Bought Deal” 

19. Exemptions Connected to Prospectus Filing represents “Exemptions and Other 

Applications – In Connection with a Prospectus Filing” 

20. Various filing types and filing subtypes share the same name; the subtype was changed to 

“Final” in these instances (e.g. Annual Information Forms [Annual Information Forms] vs. 

Annual Information Forms [Final]).  

21. Similar filing types which only differ by a standard suffix were combined (e.g. Annual 

Information Forms). Also included are less-standard combinations below: 

a. “Exempt Take-Over Bid Filings” and “Take-Over Bid Filings” 

b. “Annual Report” and “Annual Information Forms” 

c. “Going Private Transaction Filings” and “Related Party Transaction Filings” 

d. “MD&A Interim” and “MD&A Annual” 
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Limitations 

These are examples encountered throughout the project provided for transparency and context, 

the list is not comprehensive. 

1. Certain disclosures are habitually filed incorrectly by filers. 

▪ e.g. Inconsistent terminology: “Press Release” vs “News Release” 

▪ e.g. Generic type: “Annual Filings” [131]  

▪ e.g. Generic filing type: “Other Filings” [132] 

▪ e.g. Generic document type: “Cover Letter” [133] [134] 

▪ e.g. Generic document type: “Other” [135] 

▪ e.g. Different purposes: “Annual Report” as defined by Québec [136] 

▪ e.g. Different purposes: “Consent letter(s)” vs “Consent letter(s) of other experts” 

▪ e.g. Different purposes: “Material Document(s)” vs “Material Documents” 

▪ e.g. Different purposes: “Qualification certificate” vs “Qualification certificate(s)” 

▪ e.g. Different purposes: “Qualification Certificate(s)” vs “Certificate of Author” 

▪ e.g. Different purposes: “Qualification Certificate(s)” vs “Certificate of a Qualified 

Person” 

2. Inconsistent standards for SEDAR Filing Guide document types. 

▪ e.g. Changed formatting: Page 115 “Change in Year End Filings” 

▪ e.g. No document type: Page 114 “Offering Memorandum (2.9 of NI 45-106)” 

▪ e.g. No filing type: Page 73 “Annual certificates […]” 

▪ e.g. Governing rules: references provided in the title for only some document types  

▪ e.g. Governing rules: references provided in the title for only some filing types 

▪ e.g. Missing policy: references “Acquisition/Disposition of Assets” 

▪ e.g. Missing policy: references “Material Change Policy (TSX-V)” 

▪ e.g. Missing policy: references “Confirmation of Mailing” 

▪ e.g. Typographical error: “52–109F2 – Certification of interim filings – CEO F)” 

▪ e.g. Punctuation: Page 54 “Other – Material contracts and reports.” 

▪ e.g. Punctuation: “Documents Affecting the Rights of Security Holders /Material 

[…]” 

3. Rescinded/active document types not being removed/added on the SEDAR Filing Guide. 

Or naming updates not being performed retroactively, creating redundant document 

types. 

▪ e.g. Obsolete document types have their entry deleted, obscuring filing type. 

▪ e.g. Obsolete filing types have their entry deleted, obscuring filing type. 

▪ e.g. Rescinded document: “re dissemination to shareholders” 

▪ e.g. Active document: “Decision Document” 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “Interim financial statements (amended)- English” 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “Interim MD&A – English” 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “Renewal annual information form – English” 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “Letter concerning the addition of a recipient agency” [137] 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “Management proxy/information circular – English (ON – Form 

30)” 

4. Inconsistently applied standards between document types. 

▪ e.g. Plurality: “Other material contract(s) […]” vs “Other material contracts […])” 

▪ e.g. Suffixes: Language indicators such as “(E)” or “- English” or “- E” 

▪ e.g. Hyphens: Spaces before/after hyphens are sporadic 

▪ e.g. Capitalization: “News release – English” vs “News Release – English” 

▪ e.g. Word order: “Form” is used as a prefix and/or suffix  
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▪ e.g. Word order: “Class 1” and “Class 3B” in AB Form 13-501F1 

▪ e.g. Punctuation: “MD & A” vs “MD&A” 

▪ e.g. Word choice: “Amendment to (or amended) […]” vs “[…] amended”   

▪ e.g. Naming: “Escrowed Shares” vs “Escrowed Agreement” (VSE merger) [138] 

▪ e.g. Naming: “VSE” terminology remains despite being acquired 

▪ e.g. Location: “Management Remuneration / Investor Relations Agreements” are still 

under the British Columbia folder despite VSE acquisition 

5. Inconsistently applied standards between filing subtypes. 

▪ e.g. Apostrophes: “Director’s and Officer’s” vs “Directors’ and Officers’” 

▪ e.g. No subtypes: “Notice of intention” 

▪ e.g. Puncuation: “52-109F1R – Certification […]” vs “52-109F1-AIF” 

▪ e.g. Redundancy: “52-109F1-IPO/RTO-IPO/RTO[…] 

6. Inconsistently applied standards between filing types. 

▪ e.g. Punctuation: “MD&A – English” vs “MD & A – English”  

▪ e.g. Classification: “Related Party Transaction Filings” for “Material change report” 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “MJDS (NI 71-101)” vs “Prospectus – MJDS (NI 71-101)”) 

▪ e.g. Redundant: “Interim Financial Statements” vs “Interim Financial Statements – 

English”) 

7. Inconsistent standards between document types, filing subtypes, and filing types. 

▪ e.g. Interim and Annual distinction: “MD&A – English” 

▪ e.g. Filing subtypes: “Cover letter(s)” inconsistently have subtypes 

▪ e.g. Conventions: “Amended” vs “Amendment thereto”  

▪ e.g. Capitalization: “Annual Information Form” vs. “Annual information form” 

▪ e.g. Filing type and filing subtype identical naming: Material Contracts. 

▪ e.g. Amended, Preliminary, Final are not consistently filed at same tree level 

▪ e.g. “Annual Information Forms” are not consistently filed at same tree level 

▪ e.g. “Prospectus supplement – English” is not consistently filed at same tree level 

▪ e.g. “Consent letter(s) of other experts” MDJS [Preliminary] filed at wrong tree level 

▪ e.g. Too specific: “Prospectus supplement – English” should be a document type 

8. Inconsistently applied standards between SEDAR Issuer Profiles and Filing Guide. 

▪ e.g. Spacing: “Other security holders […]” vs “Other securityholders […]” 

9. Inconsistent applied standards between National Instruments and SEDAR Filing Guide. 

▪ e.g. Some filing type names are different within National Instruments 

▪ e.g. Some document type names are different within National Instruments 

10. Inconsistent naming conventions and syntax for mandatory disclosure forms. 

▪ e.g. Venture reporters form titles denoted as “Form 2” other times by a “V” 

▪ e.g. Venture specific documents not specifically identified (e.g. CPC Program) 

11. Certain filing types are under incorrect Category of Filers. 

▪ e.g. “Annual Information Form (NI 81-106)” is under “Other Issuers” not 

“Investment Fund Issuers” 

12. Other miscellaneous errors. 

▪ e.g. Spelling error: BCSC unofficial consolidation of NI 43-101 (4.10) 

▪ e.g. Spelling error: Various commission websites when describing procedures 

▪ e.g. Accuracy error: AMF refers to National Instruments as regulations 

13. Inconsistent applied standards between National Instruments84 and other rules. 

▪ e.g. Rules: No established location for readily updated official consolidated rules 

▪ e.g. Cross-referencing: reference standards to other rules within these documents 

▪ e.g. Document type referencing: “MD&A Supplement – English” appears once 

 

84 NI 14-101 is supposed to standardize definitions across the instruments. 
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▪ e.g. Rules: some complex rule pathways for filings are not explicitly stated 

▪ e.g. Definitions: consolidations use words (Part, Section, Item) interchangeably  

▪ e.g. Definitions: “Mineral property” NI 71-101 (6.8) 

▪ e.g. Synonyms: Use of synonyms for defined words make rules hard to determine. 

▪ e.g. Date: Consolidated instruments are uncommonly updated 

▪ e.g. Display and: Consolidated instruments have differing visually identities 

▪ e.g. Rules: Governing rules for certain document types are not National Instruments 

▪ e.g. Securities Commissions: Existence of Multilateral and Provincial Instruments 

▪ e.g. Definitions: lack of clear historic definitions (e.g. POP initialism, 1982 NPS47) 

▪ e.g. Version history: lack of clear historic documents (less so for BCSC website) 

▪ e.g. Numbering: Some rules are classified strangely according to Notice 11-312 

▪ e.g. Naming system: Some remnants of the old naming system remain 

14. Problematic periods as described by SEDAR Subscriber Updates. 

▪ e.g. SEDAR momentarily charged for filing searches and document retrieval [139] 

▪ e.g. Many issuers were accidently creating multiple company profiles [140] 

▪ e.g. Many issues submitting disclosures related to prospectuses [140] and more [141] 

 


